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FOREWORD 

. TIlis book has been prepared and distributed to provide public safety planning 
personnel with a compact souree of information on one of the most important aspects 
of police command and control automation, namely computer-aided dispatch (CAD) 
systems. A CAD system is valuable in itself for the improvements it provide!> In tit,} critical 
dispatching function, and can be the nucleus for a completely automated pollee command 
and control operation. 

This volume is one of a series prepared under the sponsorship of the Law Enforee
ment Assistance Administration (LEAA) to provide planning f~'lidellnes on the various 
aspects of police command and control automation. The comph'H' series consists of the 
following documents: 

Application of Mobile Digital Communications 
In Law Enforcement 

Application of Computer-Aided Dispatch 
in Law Enforcement 

Application of Automatic Vehicle Location 
in Law Enforcement 

Patrol Force Allocation in Law Enforcement 

Advanced Command and Control Systems 
in Law Enforcement 

JPL 5040·16 

JPL S04()·fe 

The series was prepared by the Jet Propulsbn Laboratory of the CaHfornia Institute 
of Technology, using the results of studies sponsored by LEAA at JPL as well as at other 
institutions. The documents are being distributed as part of LEAA's m!~sion of giving 
technical assistance to state and local law enforcement agencies. They itre addressed to 
the local law enforcement planner who must face practical wnrki!'i.~ probbms in decid· 
ing what degree and kind of automation best suits his department. Our intention has been 
to give him the basic understanding he needs to make such a decision, and prC'ccdures for 
making the associated analyses or having them made. The manuals are developed within 
the framework of the overall command and control system so t/1i\? ~0tenti~1 benefits 
of individual innovations can be evaluated in terms of improved system perti,.rmance. 

The technologies that are available to law enforCemefc,\t agencies today have the 
promise of making their operations more efficient as well Ull more (lffective. Our hope 
is that this series of documents will provide a clear and concise picture of what that 
promise is and what is involved in making it a reality. 

S. S. Ashton, Jr. 
Systems Development Divtslon 
National Criminal JustIce 
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Information and Statistics SerVice 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration 
United States Department of Justkt:: 
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ABSTRACT 

A st!t of planning guidelines for the application of computer-aided dispatching 
(CAD) to Jaw enforcement is presented. Some essential characteristics and applications 
of CAD are Qutlined; the results of u survey of systems in the operational or planning 
phases are summarized: Requirements analysis, system concept design, implementation 
planning, and performance amI cost modeling are described and demanstrated with 
numerous examples. Detailed descriptions of typical law enforcement CAD systems, 
and a list of vendor sources, are given in appendixes. 

This document is one of a series of five guideline manuals on mobile digital com
ll1uni:.:atlons, CAD, automatic vehicle location, patrol force allocation, and multiagency 
command and control systems for law enforcement applications. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Increasing the degree of automation of police command 
and control operations ha:; been a topic of growing interest 
over the past five years. The Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration has a strong interest in the field. and has 
supported several departments in their implementation of 
computer.aided dispatch (CAD) systems. Such systems are the 
basic step in the automation of police command and control; 
a few law enforcement agencies have implemented CAD sys· 
tems, more are planning to do so, and nearly all are interested 
in following dev(llopments in the field. 

TIlere are two major reasons for the growing interest in 
CAD. The first Is that departments want to improve the man· 
agement of their resources in one or more of the following 
ways: 

• Decrease re~ponse time to citizen calls for service. 

• Increase productivity by enabling a patrol unit to 
respond to more calls per shift, or 

• Match patrol assignments better to hours and loca· 
tions of expected need. 

• Reduce dispatchh'5 errors. 

• Reduce hand preparation of report~. 

1 

• Have hTiltant act!ess to activity statistics. und use 
such statistics in formulating budgets and deploy. 
ment strategies. 

The second reason is that CAD provides a framework 
for bringing together the malllY new tools for command. con
trol, and communications tluil are compulerized or computer
compatible. In addition tel computers themselves. these 
include: 

Q Mobile and portable digital terminals. 

• Dynamic channel assignment. 

• Automatic vehicle location systems. 

• Remote data base inqUiry. 

• Man~cment rep')rting s)'!!tems. 
d 
I( 

• 91~! emergency telephone number service. 
I 

• R~gional cooperative 
jui1isdictions. 

dispatch among adjacent 

The interest in CAD systems reflects their potential for 
improving operations in the,.ways mentioned, but there are also 

,) 



· ~tential drawbacks that should be recognizl}d when plans are 
Icing made. One obvious drawback is that departments will 

gtoW more dependent on technology and on specialists such 
as computer system engineers, programmers, and data process· 
lilg managers; this limits the autonomy and in some ways the 
flexibility of the department. The cost of installing a CAD sys· 
tem and converting operations to it is still high, especially for 
software, and will remain so until enough systems have been 
installed to permit some degree of standardization. The sophis. 
ticated hardware will need specialized maintenance over its 
lifetime, and the cost may be a burden. Finally, a~j automated 
systems can be expected to have failures and there must be a 
backup mode of operation for such times. The backup mode 
must bc kept exercised and ready for use at any time. 

TIle purpose of this document is to provide some back· 
ground and guidelines that will assist law enforcement agencies 

\1 
2 

in selecting jlnd evaluating CAD systems and in developing 
operational pilans for their use. TIle next chapter is a brief 
review of the current status of implementation of CAD sys· 
tems arollndthe country; since the situatlo/l is changing very 
rapidly, the survey does not Include all agencies that are plan. 
ning for or ax'e In the process of implementing CAD systems. 
Chapter 3 rep1resents a summary description of what a CAD 
system is and how it operates, as background for the rest of 
the document" Chapter 4 outlines the process of planning for a 
CAD system, followed by planning gUidelines in Chapters 5, 6, 
and 7. Chapte1r 5 ;:overs the analysis of requirements, while 
Chapter 6 desclribes the hardware and software components of 
a CAD system and gives an example of how a pmposed system 
can be sized. h also discusses some principal trade-offs that are 
available to the CAD system planner. Chapter 7 gives some 
guidelines for preparing an implementation plan, and finally 
Chapter 8 disc1lsses briefly the cost versus benefit analysis of a 
CAD system. 

------------,;~,,--------------------------------------
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2. STATUS OF COMPUTEfh,,'\lOED DISPATCH 

In the course of preparing material for this manual, we 
contacted several law enforcement agencies that haw installed 
CAD systems and discussed their experiences in designing "pt! 
implementing tho systems as well as the impact on their opc:ra
tions. Actual exp0rlence with CAD is still very limited, since 
with one excepti~n the systems became operational in 1973 
and are still in the !ihakedown stage. Some of the major charac
teristics of these exi3ttilg systems arc summarized in Table 1. 

An impOltant observation about CAD systems is that the 
trend to their use is just beginning; as of mid-1975, only about 
10 percent of the 135 police departments in jurisdictions of 
more than 100,000 populatlOn had a CAD program, anu as 
noted above these were still new. As the table shows, there is a 
range of capabilities in the existing systems, since they neces
sarily n~t1ect differ(;t1t reqUirements in the form of rate of 
.. u1b iv!' s.:1Vlcsl::, sae of paho} ru{C~ J<.ploycd at u given tline, 
and extent of other automated files that can interface with 
CAD. The basic functions perfonned by the CAD systems are 
quite similar and, as the state of the art matures, an increasing 
degree of standardization should be anticipated. 

The feasibUity of computer-aided tenninals for com
plaint taking and dispatching is well established. Most of the 
recent installations have gone into operation without major 
start-u(l problems or subsequent modifications, although 
computer-aided dispatch systems have by no means reached 
any Jegle:'! of r\~1darclization. Several design trends can be 
identified, howe'l'k\r. All but the relatively sl''Ilall agencies 
employ two-stage C0i{igutf,?tions, one station for complaint 
taleing, and a seCC1k~ stnion for dispatching; Glendale and 
Palm Beach County tt'.cci'le calls and dispatch from the same 
stations. San Diego and New York City further subdivide the 
complaint-taking function into primary and secondary st,,· 
Hons, with longer calls and rep'ort-taking handed off to the 
latter operators. 

Most agencies 1'lave (.t~dicated computer processing units, 
all of w\11,:h are of the minicomputer class, although report 
. )!I>':Ieratl.on l.l usually performed by the municipal data process-
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ir:g I\~ency. The two shared computer installations have not 
exp~i'1tnced difficulties with this arrangement, although pri
ority h given to the CAD operation in order to deliY\!lr near 
real·time support. 

T.he Mea of greatest concern is that of display size and 
fOI;i.l[ji •. ;,.~;,'\l'y agencies have spent several months designing 
anti w!>tirlg displays and supporting software prior to installa
tit"Ii .. or hiNt;; experienced costly redesigns if development test
ing was omitted. One "lesson learned" to date is the value of 
t.ef!i>l:~ work station designs in near-operational environments 
pl'h,: to hardware development; it is nearly impossible to 
establish good display formats from drawings alaine, or from 
static mock-ups. 

,iady dispatch display formats were designed for single 
CRT SN1;ens, usually with the top portion of the s:creen used 
for lucidwt-,'elated information and the lower half fur field 
unit statU$, This approach was (and is) adequate for relatively 
smt·t!lgencies, but has proved unworkable for larl~e, heavily 
loaa;.i .'\gencies, which have resorted to dual screen arrange
m."11'Q, I1n!" for incident data and the second for field unit 
&tl':t\~. This allows more information to be shown at one time, 
. (;dl.lces the "busy" activity of a Single screen, and reduces 
the 1!u.ubl?Y of 111anipulations required of the dispatcher. 

~:~m t,ved in Table 1 is the lack of experience with 
adrlr-;ss ·,.'·~rifi.l.ation and prior history fUes. Geofiles developed 
by municipalities for other purposes, such as tax or utilities 
fl .. nctioilZ, oftentimes are too cumbersome for dispatch pur
poses and must be reworked for these applications. Updating 
these files can be an expensive proposition. No agency has a 
prior hl::tory file in operation at the present time. 

In vi~w of the early stage of development of CAD sys· 
tem~.)t wiH lie extremely important over the next few years 
for i.n;' p1nnner conSidering the implementation of a new 
sy:<tcn: or the upgrading of an existing one to observe at first 
hand ~>l many other systems as he can, and to learn as much as 
possib.ill fmm the experience of others • 

II 
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Las VflglJl 

Oallil Glllnd.11I Huntington BlIICh Metro 
PO PO PO PO 

Population (OOO's) 844 133 116 200 

Calls for sarvlce (dispatches) per year (OOO's) 420 50 -57 NA 

Complaint and dispatch· separate stations Yes No Yes Yes 

Number of switchboard operators 15 2 1 6 

Number of dispatchers 5 2 2 6 

Number of displays: 

Complaint board 1 1 1 

Dlspatchar 1 
1 

2 2 

Number of patrol unlts4 45 19 22 45 

Computer flies: 

I ncldent status record Yes Yas Yes Yes 

Patrol unit status record Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Address verification and cross streat 10 No No Yas No 

Incident history No No Yes No 

Automated reports generatad: 

Data log Yes Yas Yes Yes 

Crime statistics Yes Yes No No 

Field unit activity Yes Yes No No 
Crime patterns Yes Yes No No 

NOTES: 

1 Electronic convayor belt only; dispatcher does not use CRT/k6yboard. 

2Used for backup mode dispatching only. 

3Convarting to dual CRT dlsplav. 

4Number of units deployed during peak period. 

4 



Table 1. Summary of Charactoristics of Some Existing CAD Systems 

NYC P01 
Palm Beach 

Oakland County San Diego Seattlo Shreveport 
(Sprint) PD2 Sheriff PO PO PO 

7868 362 150 697 531 182 

3000 256 35 1022 525 NA 

Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes 

48 10 2 16 6 4 

17 2 2 3 4 4 

1 1 1 1 1 
1 

13 - 1 2 2 

700 45 36 130 200 130 
(est.) (est.) 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Yes No No No No No 

No No No No No No 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

No No No No No t No 

No IVo No No No No 

No No No No No No 

5 



3. DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER-AIDED DISPATCH SYSTEMS 

Computer-aided dispatch is just what its name suggests: 
a system that permits the nQrmal operations of handling serv
ice calls from the public to be assisted by making use of the 
special capabilities of the computer. These capabilities are, 
for this app1i.cation, those of performing simple, repetitive, 
routine tasks tirelessly and without error, storing and retriev
ing information almost instantly, and creating CRT displays 
from stored data and keyboard inputs. The computer does not 
replace the uniquely human capabilities required for lawen
forcement oommand and control, and can only assist the 
human operator. 

1'he dispatching operation consists of a flow of com
plaints or incidents, originating with public calls to the com
plant board and moving on to the dispatcher (who assigns 
patrol' uplts and coordinates any required support), to the 
patrol units (who investigate the incidents), and back to the 
dispatcher with information on status changes of patrol units 
and information on closed incidents. (Unusual situations such 
as disasters or civil disorders naturally fall outside this simple 
framework.) This dispatching operation is under the control of 
one or more supervisors (depending on the size of the depart
ment), and must be planned and managed along with all the 
other functions and resources of the department. A CAD sys
tem supports all these elements of the departI.nent, in the ways 
listed in Table 2. 

As shown in Figure 1, a typical computer-aided dispatch 
system is comprised ofa central processor, a data base system, 
and keyboard-display terminals for complaint board operators, 
dispatcher, and support personnel. The data base system con
tains several files, including: 

• 

• 

• 

• 
• 

• 

Incident records, a log for each incident from 
iniWll call to log off or final disposition. 

Status of field units, a summary of the status, 
assignments, and availability of vehicles. 

Geo- or address file, a listing of all addresses (to 
the block level) within the jurisdiction, including 
the corresponding beat number and reporting area. 

Personnel, a log of personnel status and assignments. 

Dangerous situation, a file of addresses of danger
ous persons or places. 

Vehicle and crime infomzation, local files of stolen 
vehicles and wants and warrants. There may also 
be access to remote mes such as DMV, NCIC, etc. 
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The flow of information through the system is as follows: 
The complaint board operator enters information received 
from a citizen directly into the data files through the keyboard 
terminal and central processor. No hand-written or key
punched data are required; all information about the com
plaint (infomlant's name, address, telephone number, and 
nature of complaint) is typed directly into the files through 
the terminal. Once the information has been entered into the 
system, the incident is passed to the dispatch terminal (calls 
not requiring a dispatch can be referred to the proper bureau 
or agency). When the incident is first entered into the com
puter nIes several processes begin to operate concurrently: 
the computer assigns a case number and time tags the incident, 
verifies that the address does in fact exist and is within the 
agency's jurisdiction, determines the beat number and avail
able units assigned to that beat, and reports any history at 
that location (e.g., prior incidents, registered guns, etc.). A 
one-line summary of the incident is then brought up on the 
dispatcher's display screen. A key element in the process is 
tile assignment of a priority level to the incident; normally, 
the priority is assigned by the complaint board operator in 
accordance with agency procedures when the call is received. 
The dispatcher then calls up the complete incident record on 
the display screen so that a field unit can be assigned and 
necessary information relayed to it by voice or digital com
munication links. The dispatcher types in the ID of the unit 
dispatched, and the computer updates the unit status and 
incident files and logs the time. Activity logs and statistical 
reports are prepared for each shift, each day, each week, each 
month, and as required for internal management as well as for 
reporting to state and federal agencies. 

The department chief and his watch commander!> use 
one set of reports for the deployment of personnel and mohile 
units, based on computer summaries of incidents by reporting' 
district, type of crime, and time of day, as well as averages for 
corresponding prior time periods by reporting district and type 
of crime. The computer also prepares summaries of activities 
of the personnel and mobile units to indicate how each officer 
and each unit have spent their time: on assignment, on patrol, 
in court, special assignment, on leave, etc. Some agencies pro
vide terminals through which operations managers can access 
the data base and retrieve statistics for near real-time applica
tion of resources. 

One final comment about field reports. Patrol officers 
report some information before clearing for a new assignment. 
This information is entered by the dispatcher prior to log off, 
and is retained within the computer file until final disposition, 
which could occur many months after the incident took place. 
The field officers may prepare disposition reports at shift 



Table 2. Computer Functions in CAD 

Command and Control Function What the Computer Does 

Complaint board Displays the.format of the complaint record on the operator's c~nsole screen. 

As operator enters the complaint data on the keyboard, displays the input data In t'he appro-
priate spaces on the format /this lets the operator check on what he hassnteredl. 

Automatically enters case number, date, time, and beat number. 

Checks input data ~or validity (duplicate cases, Invalid addresses, etc.). 

Maintains backlog status of dispatchers and IIsslgns complaint to dispatcher handling that beat. 
,--

Dispatch console Displays all complaint records assigned to the position (or holds in memory those that over-
flow the screen, allowing operator to page through the memory as desired). 

Displays status of all patrol units under dispatcher's control. 

Maintains status records automatically as units are assigned, cases cleared, or status changes 
comes in from units. 

Automatically enters case number, date, and time case assigned to patrol unit. 

Checks data for validity. 

Accesses external flies to determine nearest cross street, history of incidents, etc. at the address. 

Accesses remote files (warrants, DMV, NCIC, etc.l as required. 

Stores all records of caSes cleared. 

Patrol units Updates status of patrol units. 

Accesses remote flies (DMV, NCIC, etc.) directly upon request of officer, If equipped with 
digital terminal, or operator. 

Generates case reports for routine cases from officer inputs. 

Supervisor Allows supervisor to call up on his display any incidents In progress. 

Provides direct, immediate access to complaintlincldent files. 

Generates activity reports for each sh 1ft. 

Maintains activity log. 

Management Maintains complete records of all activities. 

Generates statistical reports as needed, sorting Incidents by type, area, patrol unit, time of day, 
date, or other classification. 

termination to comply with legal requirements. These would 
constitute the only manually generated documents. One 
agency uses a technique in which the officer at shift termina
tion telephones in the information to a keyboard operator 
who enters the data into the computer flies; the officer need 
not make a written report. 

In summary, the kinds of improvement in the dispatch. 
ing operation that can be expected from implementation of a 
CAD system are: 

7 

Accuracy. CAD eliminates many errors due to repeated 
handling of cards, slips, time stamps, etc. and copying of in· 



CALL FOR SERVICE 

REPORT GENERATION 
& OAT A COLLECTION 

STATUS 

COMPLAINT BOARD DISPATCHER 
I 
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REMOTE DATA FilES 
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INCIDENT 
RECORD 

UNIT 
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ADDRESS 
FILE 

I'fIIOR 
HISTORY 

Fig. 1. Computor·aidad dispatch functional diagram 

formation from one form to another. It automatically edits 
human inputs for such errors as invalid codes, improper case 
number assignments or patrol unit designations, ~~d in more 
sophisticated systems can compare an input address with files 
of valid addresses. 

Operator Performance. CAD relieves the operator of 
many tedious mechanical tasks, thus improving operator per~ 
fomlance by allowing concentration on the essentials of 
decision'making and supporting field units. 

Speed. A CAD system can carry out some tasks, such as 
me updating or me look·up, much faster than is possible in 
manual systems. The speed of the computer also makes 
possible some tasks (such as checking for previous incidents 
at the address) that would not be possible in a. manual system 
because of the time required. CAD cannot, however, reduce 
the time it takes an operator to listen to a verbal message or 
talk to a caller or patrol unit, or to decide what should be 
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. done next. Thus it should not be expected that a CAD system 
will necessarily increase the number of calls per hour that can 
be handled by a complaint board operator or dispatcher. 

Span of Control. Similarly, a CAD system does not 
necessarily enable a dispatcher to control more patrol units 
even though it does provide a more effh~ient way of keeping 
track of incidents, resources, and assignments. One dispatcher 
for 30 to 50 patrol units is still a heavy load during hours of 
peak activity. 

Papenvork Reduction. Since all the information about 
an incident is entered into the computer files in real time, it is 
available for generating reports that are needed. These include 
case reports, which for the most part can be produced, by the 
computer directly based upon information provided by the 
officer. This saves considerable time of officers and clerks, and 
even where a report must be prepared by an officer the com· 
puter can prepare the routine portions of it. The same infor-



mation on incidents can be used in the preparation of shift 
activity reports or management reports of various types 
(special computer programs must be written to select and 
organize the information from the data base for each type of 
report. 

Expansion of Capabilites. A CAD system can serve as 
the nUcleus for the addition of other capabilities making use of 
or building on the automated command and control equip
ment and procedures. The computer, consoles, peripheral 
equipment, and software that are needed for a CAD system 
provide the basis for adding such other capabilities as: 

C) Automatic vehicle location. 

• Automatic generation and receipt of digital 
messages. 

• Joint dispatching with fire and emergency medical 
services. 

• Joint dispatching of adjacent jurisdictions. 

While all the above kinds of improvement are significant, 
the planner must keep in mind the inherent drawbacks men
tioned ill Chapter 1 as well as some additional cautions: 

Man/MaChine Interaction. The optimum way for a dis
patcher to interact with the computer has not yet been deter
mined. Even in the best CAD system the dispatcher must page 
through several formats to find the right one, and then enter 
the information, while additional messages are arriving and 
events occurring in rapid succession. The workload imposed 
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on a dispatcher is still stressful, and we are not providing the 
kinds of formats, display~, and data entry devices that would 
red1JCe this str()a.9!J,ppred~\11Y. 

File Constr/.lction. While one of the major advantages of 
a CAb syst-em is the capability of accessing any number or 
size of flies in fractions of a second, th.ere is still the problem 
of creating m~s in ma~h;mM'eaibble form. The conversion of 
,large amounts of data into machine. readable form requites 
hUman labor and is expensive; an example is the geographic 
data fillS that is used to verify addresses and identify the 
nelW~$t cross :ltreet. This fIle also reqUires labor to update, 
alth~~t!g.tt it does not change rapidly and the task ma~ Ii-oi bo 
very large, the essential fIles, such as those fClt ri),~¥tt!l~'Hfig 
vehicle status j are relatively easy to assemble. SevetSl;::.tH1C 
remote files that would 'be assessed by the CAD system, 
sW;h as auto registration data and the NCIC, are already in 
machine·readable tqrm and only the irtterface needs to be 
provided. 

System Effects. When a CAD system has been imple
mentel!, It 0ecomes the core of the CClmmand and !:'.t1fdtol 
systet~ :f\';.)t t.his ,reason, it is likely to affect many ()ih~t. 
operations and procedures. Those effeots ~xt.t~dUigbeyoml 
the dispatching operation,. itself must be identifi'ed by the 
pla'l1n~t and taken into account in the planning; otherwise 
the CAD system may not fulfill the objt!ctivlils he has $r.tfOflt\ 
For ~"';"lm.~J~., if the agency adds an automatic vehic1e.1(1ica· 
thin ~sr,atYt It wme later date, computer software ill\,)',~m.~\.'I' 
tiQntl \\'iU ~~ re~Jlred to perform the locatiort.findin~ calcula
tion~} 'to ;,~~i~n!l~ne the unit closest to !!u il1ciden~:1 t\~d· to 
drive displs,)"s, all of which have an impact on tile digital eqtdp
ments an1 work station layouts. 



4. ff'LANNING FOR COMPUTER-AIDEO DISPA1"CH 

The. planning process consists of the following basic 
steps: 

(1) Analysis of requirements. 

(2) Selection of system configuration and preparation 
of specifications. 

(3) Preparation of implementation plan with cost 
estimates. 

(4) Evaluation of expected benefits versus cost. 

The following chapters suggest guidelines for these steps: 
This chapter discusses the overall planning process. 

It must be kept in mind that the process does not consist 
of simply going through the steps defined above and coming 
out with a definitive plan. Planning should always be an itera
tive prOcl~ssl which means that one goes through some or all 
of the steps several times. For example, once the requirements 
have been defined and the process of definl.ng the system con
figuration has been started, it may turn out that the available 
resources will not cover a system that meets the requirements. 
If more resources cannot be found, the requirements will have 
to be scaled down to fit the budget. AMther possibility is that 
no single off-the-shelf system wUl meet all the requirements; 
one way of solving this problem is to modify the requirements 
to fit. what is available. The implementation plan is developed 
in collaboration with user personnel, and during this step it 
may be detennined that the requirements already dermed do 
not meet the needs of the operational personnel. Require
ments may have to be added or modified> and the process 
must then be repeated on the basis of the new set of require
ments. The cost benefit evaluation in turn may reveal that 
certain features do not appear to justify their cost, or that 
others that have not been included in the plan will actually 
yield a large benefit for a relatively small additional cost. In 
this case too, the process is started again from the beginning. 

The difficult step in the planning process is the first: 
analysis of requirements. This step attempts to answer the 
question; "What is needed in the way of compu ter-aided dis
patch functions?" Answers are likely to cover the ,,"ange from 
"We're doing all right with what we have" or "Our citizens 
deserve the best service we can give them, and we can afford 
to give it to them." 

It was mentioned above that operational personnel will 
necessarily be involved in the preparation of an implementa
tion plan; in fact, they should be involved from the very 
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beginniI1g when requirements ate being defined. They have 
one. very usefv.t vi!}\'! of what b: needed, and in any case they 
will accept a n~w 1(\"~t()!11' much mure readily if they have had a 
hand in the proces~. ,;1 (\I,\fir.ma !1m! selecting it. Where a large 
department makes it lea~bl~\ il Ii; flften a good idea to try out 
CAD on a small scale, say crIt" ~'rlti1_plaint operator console and 
and one disp~itcher cOi'lsl)~e, tv ~~~ whether the requirements as 
defined are realistic and. whether the new system is likely to be 
accepted readUy. This trtal may well lead to a revision in the 
d~fjniHon of requirements. 

Since it is never possible to have everything, every 
requirements flnalysh must include some trade-offs of one 
desirable feature against some o~hcr desirable feature. It is 
always desirable to save money, and trade-offs' frequently 
involve determiniI1g how much capability has to be sacrificed 
to stay within available resources. Typical trade-offs for a CAD 
system might be: 

• Number and size of computer fiJ\!S to be created 
and maintahl!~d. 

• Simple incident log printouts versus computer
processed statistical reports for management. 

• A self-contaitled CAD system versus one with a 
built-in capability for future expansion. 

• Single vers\.l~ d,,-~J ern dlsplays (see Chapter 6), 

• Dedicatel(} \i'&t.~';'" ~ti'l.recl ¢umputer (see Chapter 6). 

These are faWy straightforward hade-offs, mostly involv
ing money. Otnilt" r~lo~e intangible trade-offs will come up 
during the analysi~ (!;i'tcqu'irements; fuf exampl.e. how much 
will a gh'en CAD &,),!Iteln df\~1('~Sc. the: stress on dispatchers, 
and how much is liUCh. a -d~CN;»)l,~'} · .. :orth1 Chapter 8 contains 
more discussion of the cv&luatlofl M benefits, which necessarily 
ent('f into trado·off analyses. 

Even whe.!'\ all the :steps ht the planniI1g process have been 
repeated as many timofls as nece~ary to produce a final, realistic 
plan, it should n(}t b~expected that the plan will remain un
changed up to and through the implementation of the system. 
Such implementatiorL normtlUy ta31;es considerable time, and 
many things can h~ppan ul.ltin~ ~hat time to require changbs in 
the plan. Conditions can ch!i"\~,j). i'!lSOlltCeS can, change, tech
nology can change, and e .. en personnel can change to the 
point where the pkm will need tu be revised. TIle planner must 
always be ready to revise his plan when circumstances make it 
advisable. 



Chapter S provides some information and guidelines that 
may be helpful in analyzing requirements for a CAD system. 
Chapter 6 describes some of the hardware currently avaU
able for CAD systems und describes some system concepts. 
This is a rapidly changing technology, however, and the plan
ner should not rely on the data presented here but contact the 
various suppliers directly. A partial list of such suppliers is 
included in Appendix A. 
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Preparation of an implementation plan is discussed in 
Chapter 7, including procedures for estimating system costs. 
Chapter 8 takes up the question of cost versus benefit analysis, 
which is made difficult by the many intangibles on the benefit 
side M the equation. Some of the factors that should be 
weighed are discussed, and examples arc presented based on 
CAD evaluation reports from the Huntington Bench and Oak 
Park Police Departments. 



5. PLANNING GUIDELINES: ANALYSI'S OF REQUIREMENTS 

The general requirement to be met by a CAD system is to 
improve command and control, which is a real-time decision
making process where humans and machines monitor the status 
of field units, receive information on incidents, and assign and 
control units as incidents are worked. The results are both 
reported immediately and stored for later recall. 

Any command and control operation is a decision-making 
process, but a police command and control center is an espe
cially busy one. Without taking part in such an operation during 
a busy period, it is hard to appreciate the pace at which vital 
decisions must be made. On a typical busy Friday or Saturday 
night, a dispatcher is making decisions at the rate t)f two or 
three a minute for periods up to an hour at a time. W\~ want to 
be sure that CAD does not make this very demanding job more 
difficult. 

We have already pOinted out that CAD does not neces
sarily enable a dispatcher to handle more units or more inci
dents. The objective of a good command and control system 
is to enable the di.spat.cher to make better decisions, and for 
management to have a cleai, concise, and up-to-date picture of 
field activities. It does this by helping the dispatcher keep track 
of current incidents and their status and of units available and 
their status, und by providing fast access to other information 
files. A CAD system does these things more efficiently and 
faster than they could be done in a manual system. 

The requirements analysis process for a given agency fol
lows this sequence: 

(1) Functional ReqUirements Analysis. Those func
tions that can be performed by a CAD system are 
defined, enabling the planner to select a set of 
them for preliminary assessment. Section 5.1 lists 
these fUnctions and summarizes the results of our 
surveyor several departments. 

(2) Work Station Load Analysis. In most cases the 
development of a plan will require a brief survey 
of the volume of calls for service and the patterns 
of incidents. Section 5.2 discusses techniques for 
making such surveys. 

(3) System Design Decisions. These are determina
tions of major system parameters such as numbers 
of positions and. files, and how the people manning 
the work stations are to interact with their equip
ment. Section 5.3 presents our findings on how to 
arrive at these decisions. 
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5.1 Functional Requirements 

The first step in determining functional reqUirements is 
to identify those functions that the agency will want the CAD 
system to perform. Since these cover a range from basic to 
highly sophisticated, it may be advisable to list separately the 
functions that are considered essential and those that are 
desirable but not essential. Then when the system specifica
tions are being developed they can include the desirable features 
to the extent that resources permit. It should be expected that 
this initial step of defining functional requirements will have to 
be repeated at least once after a system has been defined and 
cost estimates developed. 

As a basis for arriving at a reasonably complete list of 
functions that might be performed by CAD systems, we made 
a survey of 11 police departments which have CAD systems in • 
operation. 

Table 3 lists the range of functional requirements for a 
CAD system that WP. found In our survey. Table 4 summarizes 
how these requirements are met for each of the departments 
surveyed. Some of the sigllificant pOints to be noted are: 

• All of the cities except Palm Beach County and 
Glendale have a two-stage command and control 
system in which a complaint board operator takes 
the calls and a dispatcher assigns them to patrol 
units. In those cases the dispatcher takes the calls 
directly. 

• 

• 

• 

Although it is not noted in the table, three of the 
largest cities (New York, Seattle, and San Diego) 
had two types of complaint board operators, pri
mary and secondary. The secondary operator 
handles the longer calls. 

All of the larger cities and some of the smaller ones 
have automatic call distribution systems (ACDS) 
that are placed ahead of the complaint board to 
route the incoming calls evenly among the com
plaint board operators. 

The job of the complaint board operator is to record 
the caller's information in a standard format. In all 
cities surveyed, this is done on the keyboard of a 
terminal with a CRT displuy. 

In most cases the complaint board operator is able 
to route a call to another agency if it is not appro-



Table 3. CAD System FUnction, 

Function CAD Features 

" 
ReceIve calls from public • Complaint board operator (CBOI hCJOdlos and enters data Into comput4Jr. 

• Computer adds routine data - serial numbar, date, tIme, Ilperator to. 

• Computer checks datil for validity. 

• Some systems have address verification and listing of nearest cross stre4Jh by computer. 

• Some systems have computur check of prlor history file for previous Incidents or other 
data on thE! address. 

• Large systems may have a backup CBO to hllndlo long calls. 

2. Route calls to fire, police • CSO has cnmputerlzed flies of most·used telephone numbers to spaed referral! plus 
ambulance, oth1'lr agenclos other functions (ambulence, tow, queries to remote data basesl. 
lillhen appropriate 

3. Route pollee Incidents to • Computer reformats incident data from CaD Into dispatcher Incident format. adds 
dl:;'l')atcher routIne data, and displays on scraen at dispatcher for the given area. 

• Computer also prepares Incident summary (one·llne) and odds to Incldant summary file 
displayed on dlspotcher's screen to Indicate his backlog. 

4. Dispatch Incident losslgn • CAD automatically maintains statu; file on all patrol units under dispatcher's control 
patrol unltl .. and displays fila Oil dispatcher's screon. 

• Some systems use hblf scroen for statUs fila. others use separatB screen. 

• Some systems have computer display list of patrOl units noarlst Incident tlddress (from 
last reportod position) to help dlspatchar select unit. 

6. Provide $upport to patrol unit In • Addross verlflcatron, nearest cross straets, ond prior historY checks as noted undor 
real tima (1) above (some systems). 

• Reley querle$ to remote data basos (wants ond warrants, DMV. NCIC) and relev 
responses to patrol unit. 

• In some SYstems with mobile digital termlnal~ In vehicles. patrol units can sond quorles 
and recolve responses directly. 

• Whore querlas are relayod In control center, $omo systems use ~eparate Information 
operator for this function rather than dlspetcher. 

• Somo systems maintain temporary IIltuatlon flies !traffic. stroet rflPalrsl and display 
automatically the situations r\llMed to the Incident address. 

• Dispatcher Is able to locate and a~r.gn additional support rapIdly. 

.. Dlspatchor can contact othor ogonc\es ropldly at \'IOoded. Soma SYttem! handla such 
contacts through watch commander, dispatch supervisor, or Information operator. 

6. Monitor patrol unh fleet • CAD provides for roal·tlme monitoring of vehIcle status, Bsslgnments, time on call, 
activities breaks, vahlcle location. 

• Dispatch supllrvlsor or wat~h commander con monitor entire fleet by calling up dlspl/lYs 
of all dispatchers. 

7. Monitor stotus of alllncidants • CAD maintains continuously updotod flies of olllncldonts - essionud, unassigned. 
cases cleared. 

• Dispatch supervisor or watch commander can monitor status of all Incidents bV calling 
up Incidont displays from dispatcher's consoles or' from computer files. 
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8. 

9. 

10. 

11-

12. 

13, 

14. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Tabla 3 (Contlnuod) 

Function CAD Foatures 

Maintain communications with • Dispatch by volco or digital: system maintains radio and telophone activity statistics. 
patrol units 

• Systems With mobile digital terminals elln have CAD automatlcl!lIy update patrol unit 
status fIIas from dloltol messoges by ptitrol units. 

Log off Incidonts • CAD system handles 011 routlno operations of log off: data and time of log off, removlil 
of Incident from active file, storage In closed Incident file. 

Emergoncy command end 1 • CAD system supports coordination of multiple unit and/or multlpl& agency assignments 
control to ono ovent. Rasource avellabllity is always updated and visible to supervisory personnel. 

Officer fiold reports • Some systems use the CAD facllttlos to simplify end-ol·shlft reports. For routine cases, 
officer telephones data and records clerk enters data via keyboard using standerdlzed 
entries. 

Routine statistical reports • Periodic reports on crime statistics roqulred by stato level (eCS) aro gonarated by tho 
CAD systom from tho incldont logs. 

• Roports aro generated off-llna at convenient tlmos, using computer and line printer. 

• Statistics can be broken down by any deslreJ sot of categories (typa of orlme, areo, 
time of day, day 01 week, etc.) and computer will sort by these cotegorles. 

Department management reports • Department monegement reports are also generated from CAD computer flies (lMldent 
logs, activity logs for ceos, dispatchers, patrol units, officers). 

• Any desired breakdown can be used. 

• Computer can be programmed to flag deviations or tronds automatically. 

Spacial roports • One·tlme reports or stUdies of pa~tlcular crime ectlvltY patterns are easily generated by 
the computer from tho CAD system data available. 

• StUdies of officer or patrol unit activity are easily produced from the CAD logs. 

prlate for the police department. Most call distribu
tion systems do not disconnect the caller unless he 
hangs up. 

prints out patrol unit activity, manpower alloca
tions, and response time. The Dallas system L,rints 
out activity reports by beat, car, man, and crime 
type. 

All departments dispatched by voice, but some also 
have the capability for digital dispatch (a digital 
message to the printer or screen in the mobile digital 
terminal in the patrol unit). 

In all cities except Dallas and Toronto, a complaint, 
once entered by the complaint board operator, is 
assigned a priority and routed to the dispatcher 
handling the zone where the incident is located. 

In all of the systems, dispatchers cleared cases on 
the basis of a voice report from the patrol unit. 

Dallas, Jacksonville, and Glendale have programmed 
their systems to produce management reports as 
well as the standard logs. The Jacksonville system 
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• 

• 

Dallas maintains a backup system vf cards in slots 
in parallel with the CRT display for monitoring the 
status of calls for service and the status of units. 

For split-screen CRT displays, only one display 
screen is provided for the dispatcher, with the area 
divided between the displays of patrol units' status 
and incident status. Most agencies have dual dis· 
plays at the dispatch station, one ~or unit status 
and the other for incident records. 

In 1975 most of the departments surveyed were in 
various stages of providing computerized files to support the 
dispatcher. Huntington Beach has extensive files giving loca
tions of registered gun owners, wants and warrents, and nar-



coHcs and sex offenders. This department is installing a geo· 
graphic file that verifies an address and indicates the type of 
premises; the computer also references any microfiche files 
covering the location (the microfiche files contain, for each 
reporting district, a map of the streets and alleys, the locations 
of sites having alarms~ layouts of apartment house complexes 
and banks, plus other pertinent information). 

Interagency contacts are all hantlled, as the table indicates, 
by voice (except fot remote data base queries). Although CAD 
offers the pcssibility of computerized cooperative dispatch for 
adjoining jurisdictions, only limited systems have been worked 
out as yet. The Palm Beach County (and other counties In 
Florida) Sheriff's CAD System dispatches for several of the 
municipalities in the county; three municipalities in illinois 
(Oak Park, Forest Park, and River Forest) are now operating a 
cooperative CAD system. 

The table Indicates that case log-off is usually done by 
the dispatcher. In fact, the procedure varies considerably in its 
details. In Huntington Beach and Glendale, the patrolman dic
tates a highly formatted case clearance report to the dispatcher 
and the dispatcher keys in the codes in the appropriate fields on 
the form displayed on the screen. Thl' Dallas procedure is quite 
different; the patrol officer simply in~tcates to the dispatcher 
the time a case Is cleared and then at th,' end of the shiftdic
tates the details to a clerk, who has [ecaUet) the incident report 
to the screen and enters the required informnu..:-u.ln all systems, 
the computer generates n complete file of case c(~arance infor
mation for use in statistical reports. 

A range of differen t reports arc gcnc'4l~a oy CAD systems 
(in addition to activity logs), Some systems generate manage
ment reports on inCident rates by area, beat, time of day, etc., 
scheduling of patrolmen for duty, analyses of police operations 
and equipment usc, and uniform crime reports (UCR) data. The 
Glendru.e and Dallas systems produce an extensive set of (eports 
for use by law enforcement managers, including activities by 
shift, day, beat, patrolman, vehicle, type of crime, and other 
variables. Jack~onville produces extensive reports for manpower 
schedUling and resource ailocntion. 

In no case is a CAD system used for large-scale emergen
cies. The practice is to assign one or more dispatchers and 
frequencies to an emergency cC)nsole, and the assigned units 
are managed by two-way voice communications. 

5.2 Work Station Load Analysis 

The second part of the requirements analysis process Is a 
quantitative measurement of the operations taking place at a 
typical dispatcher console. This will be useful in selecting a par-
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ticular system on the basis of how well it will help the dispatcher 
handle the expected load. 

In general, conversion to a CAD system may not reduce 
the number of dispatchers needed Itt anyone time. We noted 
earlier that a large amount of a dispatl~her's time is occupied In 
talking and Iistenh% neither of which .Is accCllerated by a CAD 
system in Itself, although in combination with mobUe digital 
tenninals a CAD system can reduce the average voice message 
length. 

The basis for a work load analysis Is a tabulation of 
message rates and message lengths; together these constitute the 
load on the dispatcher. We were unable to obtain good numer
ical data in the course of oUr survey I and decided that it would 
be necessary to make some detailed observations and analysis 
of a real CAD system in operation. The Huntington Beach and 
San Diego departments kindly allowed us to make the observa
tions we needed. The procedure was slightly different in the 
two cases: 

• Htmtingto,t Beach. We selected cer.Hlln periods of 
high and moderate a~tivity and obtained voice 
tapes of dispatchers plus the c()r~~spondtng case 
logs. From the tapes we timed voiC'~ messages with 
stop watches and elaplled tim~ clocks and estab· 
lished correlations betweerl, cases, cars on patrol, 
message rates, and operator utUlzation, I.e., "busy 
time" . 

• Sail Diego. Here we made videotapes oCthe dis
patcher's i "Icldent display and recorded the voice 
channel. This enabled Us to analyze the relation
ships between the keyboard and screen operations, 
and the voice messages. 

The dispatcher's time is devoted to talking, listening, 
manipulating the display screen, and reading data; the first 
three of these functions can(be measured, and give a reasonable 
indication of dispatcher workloads, assuming that adequate 
allowance is made for reading and asseSSing data, making deci
sions, and resting. The work load is affected primarily by the , 
number of field units deployed, by the number of calls for 
service in progress, i.e., dispatches, and by special dUties such 
as relaying requests for Inquiries to crinle informatiotl files, and 
arranging for ambulance and tow truck service. In San Diego 
each dispatcher handles 30 to 50 field units, and makes all 
dispatches by voice on assigned radio channel. Each dispatches 
cases, notes status changes, and logs off cases through the key
board termitlr;}. The console has two CltT displays, one fixed 
format fot status of vehicles, and the other a variable format for 
working incidents. The keyboard has a standard alphanutneric 
keyboard with 19 special function keys. All information 
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I Huntington Beach 1 

San DiegO I 

Palm Beech2 

Glendale4 

JeckWnvilll' 

New York City 

ACDS 

ACDS 

DISpatcher 

Dispatcher 

ACDS 

First 
available 
CBO 

ACDS 

ACDS 

ACDS 

1 Turnkey Systems by Motorola 

(/ Tu/nkey Systems by KUSTOM 

3 Turnkoy Systems by GE 

4 Turnkey System by TRW 

Call director 

Call director 

Call director 

Dispatcher 

Complaint 
operator 

Dispatcher 

Call director 

Call director 

Complaint 
operator 

Complaint 
ope/alar 

911 
operator 

CBOS 
+keyboard 
tCRT 

CBO 
+keyboard 
+CRT 

CBO 
tkeyboard 
tCRT 

Dispatcher 
+k1yboard 
+CRT 

CBO 
+ cards 

Dispatcher 
+keyboard 
+CRT 

cao 
"keyboard 
+CRT 

. CBO 
+keyboard 
+CRT 

CBO 
+keyboard 
+CRT 

CBO 
.. keyboard 
tCRT 

CBO 
+keyboard 
+CRT 

'J Systems deSigned and procured by muniCipal EDP departments 

6 Legend: ACDS 
CBO 
CRT 

Automatic call diltriblltion system 
Complaint board operator 
DISplay screen 

Computer 

Computer 

Computer 

Not 
appliceble 

Conveyor 

Not 
eppliceble 

Computer 

Computer 

Computer 
+ TTY 

Computer 

Computer + 
Teletype
writer 
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Computer 

Voice 

VOice 

Voice + 
computer 

Voica 

Voice 

Voice + 
computer 

Voice 

Voice 

Voice + 
comput.r 

Voice 

Computer 

Computer 
(beat IDJ 

Computer 
(beat 10) 

None 

None 

None 

Computer 

None 

None 

None 

Computer 

None 

Non~ 

None 

Nona 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

Dispatcher Dispatcher 

DisPatcher Computer 

Info.op. Computer 

Patrolman Computer 

DIsPatcher DisPatcher 

DIsPatcher Dispatcher 

Patrolman Computer 

Info. op. Computer 

DisPatcher Computer 

DisPatcher Computer 

Info. cp. DisPatcher 



Oopanmont ConUle! with Monitor 
FilM Agonel", UnltStotu. 

Computer Dispatcher CRTB 

Computer Operator Split CRT 

" Ol'll,~~lter Operator CRT 

Cnmi'Vt.~l DlSllatcha, Split CRT 

Dispatchar Split CRT 

None Dispatcher Split CRT 

Computer Dispatcher CRT 

None Ope'atOl Split CRT 

None Dispatcher Cards + 
CRT 

CO!"'of.l·Jler Dispatche, CRT 

None Manual 

.. 

Table 4. CAD Funct;~:n! Requirements in Selected Pollee Departments· June 1915 

Monitor 
lneidont. 

CRT 

Split CRT 

CRT 

Split CRT 

Split CRT 

Split CRT 
t 

I 
I 

CRT 

Split CRT 

Cards + 
CRT 

CRT 

Manual 

.-. 

Com mu"lc~tlor\ 
\M .... II~ wit! 

1 Log Off 
Cue 

----~---+------------+---------+-------------------~ 
I 
I VOice + digital tU,t 

I stat!.s (1.way 

Voice 

Voice 

Voice + digital \e~t 

Voice + digitAl status 

Voice 

Voice + [;.~lt,l'tal ~ 

\ 12·way 

Voice 

volt.a 

Voice + digital text 
) status (1·way 

Voice 

"~.""" 
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Dispatch~r 

I keyboard 
I 

I Dispatcher I 
';eyboilrd 

Dispatcher 
keyboard 

Patrolman + 
dispatcher 
keyboard 

DispatChe, 
kill/board' 

Dispatcher 
".'/board 

Dispatcher 
keyboard 

Dispatcher 
keyboard 

Dispatcher, 
records clerk 
keyboard 

Dispatcher 
keyboard 

Dispatche, 



inquiries for wants, warrants, and stolen vehicle and property 
checks are handled by a special operator over a tactical chan
nel so that the dispatcher is not burdened with this duty. 

\ 

Figure 2 and Table 5 summarize the work load analysis. 
During the busy period in San Diego an average of 20 dispatches 
were in progress, and 'during one 10-minute period reached a 
maximum of 25 cases in progress. Thirty calls were dispatched 
including three priority.1 calls, and 31 logged off. The case 
load history is shown in Figure 3. 

TIle dispatcher was busy 66.5 percent of the time, talking, 
listening, and manipulating the terminal; of that 9.8 percent was 
devoted to terminal manipulations. Busy time during the hour 
varied from 53 percent to a maximum of 74 percent; on the 
average, 12 voice and terminal transactions per minute were 
processed (a maximum of 18 transactions per minute was 
noted). The average voice message was 3.4 seconds in duration, 
and the average terminal transaction, 7 seconds. Forty-seven 
field units were deployed during the hour. The dispatcher per
formed a total of 799 operations during the hour! 

Average transaction times were noted to be: 

Assign unit to incident 

Clear incident 

Review incident 

Add new data to incident record 

Send message to another console 

(Seconds) 

3 

2 

2 

7 

10 

In general, the station appeared to be approaching 
saturation under the observed loading conditions, with instances 
of mobile·to·base voice message interference noted, although 

good radio discipline was maintained, A heavier work load 
could have been accommodated for a short period of time, but 
obviously would have been very stressful to the dispatcher if 
sustained for long periods. Prioritization of calls was noted to 
be a very effective means for leveling the work loads, for both 
the dispatcher and field units. 

For the l·}wur period of "normal" activity, with 37 field 
units deployed, an average of 11 calls for service were in prog· 
ress with a maximum of 13. Dispatcher utilization ranged from 
17 to 41 percent, for an average of 30 percent, of which 10 per· 
cent was devoted to terminal manipulations. On the average 
six transactions per minute (voice and keyboard) were 
processed. 

Data points for the Huntington Beach Police Department, 
which has a generally similar type of computer·aided dispatch 
:Iystem, are shown for comparison. [n all cases, the amount of 
:time spent in manipulating the display terminals varies from 
S to 10 percent, i.e., voice transactions are the primary work 
load determinants. The Huntington Beach Police Department 
tends to have a somewhat higher work load average per dispatch 
than does San Diego, even though Huntington Beach employs 
mobile digital printers and status indicators; this would indicate 
that "digital" dispatching may not displace voice dispatching 
(and voice radio channel loading) to the extent anticipated by 
some planners, although more operational experience is needed 
before conclusions can be drawn. The work load does not drop 
to zero as the case load approaches zero since, as one might 
expect, the dispatcher spends considerable time making admin· 
istrative support calls during relatively slack periods.* 

*We wish to extend our sincere app~eciation to Captain Ken Fortier 
and staff of the San Diego PoliCe Department, and to Captain 
M. C. Burkenfield and Sergeant Robert Fickle of the Huntington 
Beach Police Department for their assistance and cooperation in 
obtaining these measurements. 
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Table 5. Dispatcher Work Load Summary Data 

Transactions 
Average Per Minute 

Cars Per Cases in Voice Channel Dispatcher 
Date, Day Time i Dispatcher Progress* Utilization, % Ave. Max. Busy Time, % 

HUNTINGTON BEACH POLICE DEPARTMENT 

3/7/75, Fri. 2200-2300 22 7 30 11 18 40 

3/7 /75, Fri. 2300-0000 22 7 31 10.9 18 37 

2/5/75, Sat. 2'100-2200 20 2 25 7.6 18 29 

SAN DIEGO POLICE DEPARTMENT 

4/10/75, Thurs. 1625-1725 37 11 20 6 19 30 

5/9/75, Fri. 2200-2320 47 25 58 12 18 66.5 

"Maximum in progress during any 1 O-minute interval of the hour. 
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Additional studies of key command and control functions 
(particularlY dispatch stations) should be performed in order 
to provide a better understanding of the impact of technological 
innovations on these operations. Stressful environments should 
in no way be aggravated; personnel who lack gilod typing skills, 
such as field officers temporarily assigned to dispatch dUties, 
may find it difficult to perform in a "type or perish" 
environment. 

The two departments observed and reported here are 
representative and provide some basis for estimating work loads 
at dispatcher consoles. The planner should consider making 
similar measurements during a typical busy period, which is 
the load that determines the major requirements of a system. 
The data given above suggests that a console should be provided 
for each dispatcher work station in a manual system; some 
suggestions and recommendations regarding the desirable fea
tures of such a console will be found in Chapter 6. 

The procedure for making work load measurements in a 
system without CAD is essentially the same as described above. 
That is, a typical busy period, or several such periods, should 
be analyzed. This is most easily done by replaying a tape record
ing of the traffic to and from a given dispatcher, and using a 
stopwatch to determine message lengths. Items that should be 
covered in the analysis include: 

• Number of incoming messages and length of each. 

• Number of outgoing messages and length of each. 

• Case number associated with each incoming and 
outgoing message (where messages are related to 
specific cases). 

• Type of message (status change, assignment of a 
patrol unit, data me query, monitoring, and 

• 

• 
• 

• 

small segments of 5 or 10 minutes and counting 
the messages in each such segment. 

Percent utilization of dispatcher's time. For a non
CAD system, this will be the total of all message 
times plus some allowance that will have to be 
determined by observation for time spent in 
writing, handling slips or forms, etc., without 
simultaneous talking or listening. 

Average number of messages per case. 

Number of incidents being handled at one time for 
each 5 or 10 minute segment (this gives the peak 
load within the hour). 

Average and maximum length of time from start 
of an incident to the time it is closed (by incident 
priority). 

• Number of patrol units assigned to the dispatcher. 

A review of the data provided by such an analysis will be 
useful in evaluating the features offered by different CAD sys
tems and in designing the system itself. Such information, 
especially that related to message type, is helpful in the selec- • 
tion of keyboard functions and formats for s(~een displays. 
The data on dispatcher utilization and number of simultaneous 
incidents being handled are the principal measures of work load, 
although the number of patrol units assigned to the dispatcher 
influences the work load. As noted earlier, a CAD system does 
not necessarily reduce the work load as measured in these terms, 
but should make a given load less stressful for the dispatcher 
to handle. 

support). 5.3 System Design Decisions 

• Number of ca~:::s initiated during the observation 
period. 

• Number of cases closed during the observation 
period. 

From such a set of observations, it is possible to 
determine some of the parameters of interest for a CAD system 
(as well as for general management purposes): 

• 

• 

Length of messages by type (status change, assign
ment to incident, requests from patrol unit, etc.). 

Rate of messages (incoming plus outgoing). This 
is done by dividing the observation period into 
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Once a department has begun considering adoption of a 
CAD system and has carried out the first two steps of defining 
functional requirements and analyzing the work load, the next 
step is to make some of the essential decisions about what the 
system will look like and how it will operate. The purpose of 
this section is to review each element of a CAD system and 
outline some of the considerations that should influence such 
decisions. Wherever possible, specific data on the system 
element is presented. 

5.3.1 Trunk Line Requirements 

A police command and control center, manual Or with 
CAD, will in most cases have a complaint board operator 



(CBO), although certain departments combine this position 
with that of dispatcher (Glendale and Palm Beach County in 
our survey), In either case, the function of taking calls for 
service from the public must be performed. If a new CAD 
system is to be implemented, it may be a good idea to 
reexamine the CBO position to determine how well it is per
forming its function and whether a11y modifications should be 
made at the time the new equipment is installed. 

This section will discuss methods of determining the 
required number of trunk lines to service the eBO position, 
and the numbers of primary and secondary operators required 
to maintain u given level of service. 

A major system design decision is that of whether or 
not to have a secondary operator position. Figure 4 shows the 
typical flow of calls through a complaint board system having 
a secondary operator position, although the first part of the 
flow is the same in either case. Calls from the public are auto
matically connected to an available trunk line as long as they 
are not all occupied (in this case the caller receives a busy sig
nal). The incoming calls all go to the automatic call distributor 
system, which attempts to find an available primary operator. 
Ifnonp is available, the call is placed in a queue untU a primary 
operator is free to receiv~ the call. 

Those systems having secondary operators use them to 
handle the longer calls, generally those a minute or longer in 
duration. The primary operator receives all calls first, and 
decides which should be transferred to the secondary operator 
(or to some other city department). In all cruses the incoming 
call continues to occupy a trunk line until the caller hangs up, 
even when the call is transferred to the secondary operator or 
another department. 

The procedure for determining the number of trurtk Hrtes 
and operators needed is as follows: 

(1) The planner specifies the performance level desired, 
in terms of what percentage of calls are allowed to 
receive a busy signal, and what mean waiting time 
is acceptable. 

(2) The planner measures (or estimates) the peak call 
rate to be handled. 

(3) The design curves shr')wn irt this section are used to 
derive the required numbers of trunk lines and 
operators. 

Typical performance spe,~ifications are in the following 
form: 

(1) No more thani calls out of each 1000 shall receive 
a busy signaL 

(2) The average waiting time for a call placed in the 
primary operator queue shall not exceed ~.5 sec· 
onds. 

(3) The average waiting time for the secondary operator 
shall not exceed 1Q seconds. 

The numbers entered in the "blanks" above are typical; 
the planner should establish these for his own system on the 
basis of his OW11 measurements of peak loads, and his estimntes 
of how frequently a given call rate might be exceeded. 

Fig. 4. Complaint board operator call flow 
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As part of his measurement of call rate, the planner should 
have collected data on call durations. He is then in a position 
to determine peak loading on the trunk lines as follows: 

Peak call rate (calls/hour) X call 
Trunk work load = ___ d;;..;u.;.;,ra;;..;t.;;,;;io;.;.;n;...:.(.;;,;;se;,;;.c )t--__ 

3600 

As an example, suppose that on a busy Friday night a 
police department is receiving 200 calls per hour and the calls 
are serviced in 150 seconds on the average. Service time includes 
the total time the call was in the system, including any time 
spent In queue waiting for either the primary or secondary 
operator (plus the time spent talking with either operator or 
with another city department). In this case: 

200 X 150 
Trunk work load = = 8.33 load units 

3600 

Now the curves of Figure 5 can be used to determine the 
number of trunk lines needed to handle this load with the pel'
formance already specified. TIle value of C (the number on each 
curve) is the number of trunk lines. 

Referring now to Figure 5, we note that our requirement 
for not more than 5 calls per thousand receiving a busy signal 
translates to 0.5 percent, which is the lowest horizontal line. 
Following along this line to the value of 8.33, we take the 
nearest value of C to the right, which is 17. TIlls is the number 
of trunk lines needed to meet our specifications under our 
peak load conditions. 

It is of Interest to note the effect of changing some of 
the parameters. For example, if the percentage of calls receiving 
busy signals were increased from 0.5 to 5 percent, the number 
of trunk lines needed to meet the same demand becomes 13. 
And if the average call duration becomes 120 seconds rather 
than 150 seconds, the number of lines required to handle the 

5 6 
UNITS OF WORK LOAD 

Fig. 5. Trunklln. d .. lg" 
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message flow to the original 0.5 percent busy signal specifica
tion becomes 14 once more. With both changes (5 percent 
busy signals, 120·second calls), the number of trunk lines 
required becomes only II. 

5.3.2 Primary Complaint Board Operator Positions 

The procedure for determining the number of primary 
complaint board operators needed is similar, but in this case 
the performance parameter is the average waiting time before 
the caller Is connected to a primary operator (i.e., the average 
length of time a call remains in the ACDS queue before the 
ACDS can find an available primary operator). This delay will 
naturally be shorter if there are more operators, but more 
operator time would be spent waiting for calls. 

For OUr purposes, delay units are obtained by dividing 
the average waiting time by the average measured service time 
(time the operator takes to handle the call, not including wait
ing time): 

mean waiting time in seconds 
Delay = mean operator service time in seconds 

The operator work load is then calculated as: 

(

peak call rate (calls per hOUr)) 
X mean service time in 

seconds 
Operator work load ='-------"-----

3600 

Returning to our previous example, we have calls arriving 
at the rate of 200 per hour anq the average service time per call 
is 100 seconds. We have specified that the average waiting time 
shall be no more than 2.5 seconds, so that our number of delay 
units is: 

Delay unit = 2.5/100 = 0.025 

The operator work load, calculated as shown, becomes: 

Work load = 200 X 100/3600 = 5 .56 load units 

Now we turn to Figure 6 to find the number of primary 
operators required to handle this load with no more than the 
specified average wait. The 0.025·delay-unit line runs horizon
tally near the bottom of the figure. It intersects the vertical 
5.56-load·unit line at the point shown, and we tak~ the nearest 
curve to the right as before. This is the curve for 10 primary 
operators, which is the number needed. 

Once again, it is interesting to note the effect of changing 
the parameters. If the specification for average waiting time is 



changed from 2.5 seconds to 5 seconds, for example, the delay 
unit value becomes: 

5/100 = 0.05 unit 

und the intersection of this value with the same work load falls 
between the curves for 8 and 9 operators, making the required 
number 9. And if the average operator service time drops from 
100 seconds to 60 seconds, the work load becomes: 

200 X 60/3600 = 3.33 units 

and only 7 operators are needed to maintain the 2.5 second 
average waiting time. 

5.3.3 Secondary COlilplaint Board Operator Positions 

Not all dep~lrtments use a secondary complaint board 
operator to handle the longer calls, but some have found it a 
good way to improve service to the public and reduce the work 
load On the primary operators. In calculating the number of 
secondary operators needed, we note first that all calls going to 
n secondary operator must first go through a primary operator. 
If all secondary operators are busy, there is a waiting time 
that must be added to the waiting time reqUired for the caller 
to reach the primary operator. The waiting time for the second
ary operator will naturally depend on the number of secondary 
operators. 

11,6 
NUMBER OF OPERATORS 

(, 

J 

We calculate the number of secondary operators Meded 
in the same way as tor the primary operators. calculating the 
delay and the work load and finding their intersectlonpoll1t 
on Figure 6. 

First~ however, WiJ, need to define what kinds o±'It~!th .!lKi.\ 
to be handled by the Sflcolida,!'y operator. We wlll define IIlongl! 
calls as those that require more than 60 seconds to service al/d 
which do !lot require dispatch. All other calls (namely those 
that ,<:{ther reqUire dispatch Clr take Ie liS than 60 seconds) are 
defiMd. ~~s "short" calls. 

In our sample specification, we indicated a Irtllximum 
average waiting time for a secondary operator as 20 seconds. 
For our example of a department with calls arriving at the rate 
of 200 per hour, let us assume that 5 percent, or 10 calls per 
hour, are "long" calls that are to be transferred to the second
ary ope~~~or. We will assume further that the mean service time 
of thl\! SI,ICt\(,43!'Y (J~-1l~uto~ i$,S minutes {3,OG aeconds). Now qllr 
delay cmk:tJ.biio.) }~~ 

Delay ::::';.{l/300 = 0.066 unit. 

and OUf work load calculation is: 

Work load:: 10 X 300/3600:::: 0.83 unit 

On Figure 6, we find the intersection of these two values in the 
area between the curves for 2 and 3 operators, meaning that we 
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will need 3 secondary operators to handle this load without 
letting the average walting time exceed 20 seconds. Because the 
curve for 2 operators is so steep, increasing the allowable walt· 
Ing time docs not change the result dramatically; even for a 
waiting time of 60 seconds, 3 operators arc still needed. Simi
larly, reducing the percentage of "long" talls to, say 3 percent, 
docs not reduce the requirement for 3 secondary operators. 
Reducing the average length of a "long" call to 2.5 minutes, 
however, makes 2 secondary operators adequate for nearly any 
specification of average waiting time. 

5.3.4 Decision on Use of Secondary Complaint 
Board Operators 

The determination of whether secondary operators 
should be included in the command and control system can be 
made whether or 110t a CAD system is to be installed. Since all 
positions, primary and secondary, must be equipped with 
CRT/keyboard consoles in a CAD system, the additional cost 
of procudng and installing the additional consoles may be a 
special consideration for CAD systems. 

In order to make a quantitative comparison of a system 
with and without secondary operators, the following parameters 
must be measured or estimated: 

(1) Average arrival rate of "short" calls. 

(2) Average arrival rate of "long" calls. 

(3) Average service time of "short" calls. 

e 4) Average service time of "long" calls. 

The maximum average waiting times must also be 
specified for both types of calls, as in the previous calculations. 
In the I-operator case, only one average waiting time can be 
specified, since in this case there is no distinction between 
"long" and "short" calls. 

The comparison is made by calculating the loads on the 
two types of operators in the 2-operator case, and on the one 
type of operator In the I-operator case. The curves of Figure 6 
arc used once more to determine the numbers of operators 
needed In both cases. 

We can use the same figures for message rates and types 
as in the previous examples: 

Call rate 
Percent IIlong" calls 
Service times 

IIShort" calls 
IILong" calls 

200 per hour 
5 

100 seconds 
300 seconds 
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110r the I-opera tor crlse Wl,\ n<leti an af/etage service time 
for all r.!l11s, which is 95 percent at 100 seconds plus 5 percent 
at 300 seconds, or 110 seconds. Now we compute the work 
loads: 

200 X 100 
Work load on prinulry operator = --- = 5.56 units 

3600 

10 X'300 
Work load on secondary. operator = =0.83 unit 

3600 

200 X 110 
Work load on single operator = = 6.11 units 

3600 

The delay units will be the same as previously for the 
primary and ~~ontlary operators (0.025 for the primary 
operator and 0.066 for the secondary operator), assuming the 
same specifications of ;.7.,5 tmd 20 secof,d,s for maximum aver
age waiting time. For the single operator the 2.5 second speci. 
ficatlon is the same, and the delay unit value is 0.023. Now 
from Figure 6 we find the following requirements for the two 
cuses: 

.Qp"erator.s 

Primary 

Secondary 

TOTAL 

2-0pMator System 

10 

3 

IT 

I-Operator System 

11 

11 

This means that two additional operator positions are 
needed, but the number of primary operators is reduced by one. 
Whether this trade-off favors the 2·operator system or not will 
depend on the costs involved for the two types of operators and 
on the l)l;ltklpnted Improved service with secondary operators 
in the system. 

Functions 

The dispatchcl: is :!t th~ eore of the police command and 
cotHrl"l operatioIl j responsible ftir coordinating the patrol forces 
to mt:-0~ the r~pitlly ch!}nging demandS for police service. This 
coordination primarily tak.;!; the form of receiving and trans
mitting messages that fall into five btlsic categories: 

• 
• 
• 
• 

Mess,nges involving initial allslgnments of cases. 

Messages supporting cases in progress. 

Message:\' supporting units on patrol. 

Messag'3s involving case dispositions. 



• Messages relaying queries to remote data banks and 
the answers to these que1'ics. 

The first ca tegory of messages covers the activities of the 
dispatcher when a case first arrives at the dispatching position! 
finding an available patrol unit, giving that unit the address and 
details of the case, assignirlg the unit to the case, and entering 
this data into the computer through the conslJle keyboard. 

The second category I supporting cases in progress, 
includes messages from assigned patrol units such as status 
changes, requests for verification of address or location of 
informant, request for backup unit, or additiortal case informa
tion to be entered into the computer file. 

The third category, support of units on patrol, includes 
status messages l handling requests to talk to other patrol units, 
clearing requests for meals, and general administrative func
tions not related to specific incidents. 

Those messages tela ted to case disposition include the 
case clearance messages from patrol units, any comments on 
the case, and status changes for units involved in the case. 

The last category of mflss'ages has to do with requests from 
patrol units, both on patrol and on assignment, for informa. 
tion from remote files; most such queries are for license plate 
checks or wants and warrants checks. 

The data we obtained during our observations of the 
San Diego Police Department Were analyzed with respect to 
these categories. For busy hours, the distribution was as 
follows: 

Initial assignment 

In-progress case support 

Patrol support 

Case dispositions 

Percent of Total 
26 
44 
15 

15 

In addition to these messages) queries to data bases were added 
in proportion to the number of patrol units deployed, an . 
average of 1 query per 2 hours per patrol unit. 

The data on dispatcher activity c'ol1ected from the 
HUntington Beach and San Diego observations; presented 
graphically in Figure 2, was given in slightly different form and 
with some additional measures .in Table 5. TIlis data, plus the 
above message classification, served as the basis for our simula
tion of a dispatcher work station. Before we describe the simula
tion and its results, however, some general comments are in 
order on our observations of dispatcher activity. 
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Table 5 indicates that the Hungtinton Beach dispatchers 
were busier on a per car OI per case basis than the San Diego dis
patchersi this results in part from the fact that they handle data 
base queries. In the busiest hour for both departments the 
Huntington Deach dispatcher was handling 22 cars and 
11 cases while the Sun Diego dispatcher was handling 47 cars 
and 25 cases. The consequence can be seen itt the "busy time" 
column, where the San Diego dispatcher was busy almost 
67 percent of the time while th~ Huntington Beach dispatcher 
was busy only 40 percent of the time. 

We were able to observe that When the dispatcher 
"busy time" reaches a value of around 60 percent, the stress on 
the dispatcher becomes severe artd the result Is that the dis
patcher begins to defer nction on calls that are perceived to be 
of lower priority (whether from patrol units or from the com· 
plaint board) and to shorten messages. Field units are also 
observed to reduce their demands on the dispatcher during 
peak load periods. Nevertheless, the dispatcher Is faced with 
simultaneous demands that can110t aU be metl and must deCide 
among conflicting demands. This can place the dispatcher under 
grent stress. We feel that 65 percent "busy time" reaches or 
exceeds the peak limit that should be allowed for the design of 
a system. Sufficient stations should be installed to keep "busy 
timo" to approximately 30 to SO percent during peak periods 
such as Friday evenings. 

Simulation 

On the basis of our observations at Huntington Beach 
and San Diega, and using the statistical datil we collected at 
those departments, we were able to construct a computer 
simulation of a dispatcher wotk station. The purpose of the 
simulation was to permit us to determine the effect on dispatch 
output parameters of varying the work load. The parameters 
handled by the simulator afe! 

Input Parameters 

Operational procedures 

Message types 

DistribUtion Qf message 
types 

Call arrival rates and 
time distribution 

Service times and 
distribution of service 
times 

Number of cars per 
dispatcher 

Output Parameters 

Dispatcher busy time in 
percent 

Communication channel 
utilization In percent 

Waiting time for dis
patcher 

Waiting time for com
munication channel 

------------", .. -,---~--

'.I 



The variations in operational prol~edure that were 
considered were: ';/I 

A 

• Queries to remote data banks handled by dls{1lltcher 
or by separate information opelrator. 

• Complaint board operator and dispatcher positions 
are combined or separated; d'ispatcher takes caUs 
from public and performs dispatcher functions as 
well, or caUs first go through complaint board 
operator. 

TIle three variations of these procedures that we selected 
for simulation were: 

System A 

System B 

System C 

Separate CBO and dispatcher; dispatcher 
does not handle ql~erles to remote data 
banks. 

Separate CBO and dispatcher; dispatcher 
handles queries to I'emote data banks .. 

Dispatcher takes I;:alls from public, but 
does not handle queries to remote data 
bases. 

TIle load on the system was in tlile form of varying case 
arrival rates. Since our analysis of mes.sage types showed that 
only 15 percent of messages are not (.ase.related, this seemed 
the most effective way of loading tlile system. We used the 
distributions of case durations that we had observed. 

Figure 7 shows the effect(l on dispatcher busy time and 
on channel utilization of varying the t:ase arrival rate from low 
to high demand, for the three systems analyzed. Both the dis· 
patcher busy time in percent and thl:1 channel utilization rate 
in percent are shown. 

W: have already noted that a $0 percent busy time is all 
that should be expected of a dispatcher (recognizing that there 
will always be short.duratlon peaks 'Ii/ell above this value) even 
during a peak load period. TIle shadil~d line across the chart at 
this point serves to identify the points at which the load curves 
cross this limit. Likewise, a 30 percent channel utilization rate 
Is about the maximum that should be !11lowed because above 
this value waiting times for fi channel become too high (as will 
be shown In the next figure). A shaded line ncross the graph at 
this value again helps to identify the points where the different 
load curves exceed this value. 

The major points to be noted from this figure are: 

• The load curves cross the two limits at approx· 
imately the same points (cases per hour): 
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Fig. 7. Dispatcher and channel utilization vs &ystem load 

System A 

System B 

System C 

Busy Time limit Channel Limit 

26 23 

8 8 
11 

• TIle slight differences are toward the channel limit; 
that is, this limit is reached before the busy time 
limit is reached. 

• System A (dispatcher handles no citizen calls or 
queries) can tolerate a much larger load before 
exceeding deSign limits. 

• System B (dispatcher handles data base queries) 
leads to more rapid rise In load as case arrival rate 
increases than either of the other systems. 

• The relationship is linear In both cases; the increase 
in busy time or channel utllization Is proportional 
to the increase In case arrival rate. 

Figure 8 shows the results of the simulation In terms of 
how waiting time varies as the case arrival rate increases. The 
most obvious difference from the previous figure is that the 
relationship is no longer linear; in all cases the waiting time 
tlegins to rise morc rapidly as the load increases. This is most 
dramatic In the case of System C: at about 8 cases per hour the 
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waiting time begins to rise SO rapidly that this is obviously the 
limiting rate for this system (nole that it is lower than limit 
imposed by a SO percent dispatcher busy titlle limit from 
Figure 7). 

System' B also shows the start of a very rapid rlso at 
about 11 cases per hour. This is the point at which the curve 
for System B crosses the 10,stlcond waiting time linei 10 sec
onds is the maximum average waiting thne specified for the 
proposed nationwide 911 emergency network, and is about the 
maximum that a patrolman should be expected to wail to 
reach a dispatcher. 

System A reaches a much higher load rate before the 
IO-second line is crossed I but the rate is again somewhat lower 
than the point where the dispatcher busy time limit is reached 
(about 21 cases per hour). 

System C is above the 1 Q-second line even fot: low load 
rates because the dispatcher is taking calls from the public and 
these tend to be much longer than communications. with patrol 
urtits. Nevertheless, the rise in waiting time Is steep when the 
case arrival rnte reaches the critical point, about 8 cases per 
hour. 

From the point of view of the system planner, the 
important result of this simulation is that with any of the sys
tems simulated there is a critical poi~~t in the case arrival rate 
beyond which performance degrades $erious'~y either because: 
(a) the dispatcher Is unable to handle the increased load with-

'2.7 

out being subjected to undesirable stress and reducing the 
level of service and (b) waiting times become excessive, which 
degrades system performance because patrol units cannot com
municate with the dispatcher satisfactorily. Channel utilization 
could alsl: become a limiting factor at slightly higher rates if 
these other factors did not Impose their own limits. 

To summarize, there is a cdtical cnse load value that 
should not be exceeded. Taking into account both the dis
patcher busy time limit and the waiting time limit, these critical 
case loads as shown by the simulation arc approximatelYi 

System A 

System n 
System C 

Cases per Hour 

21 

11 

8 

These figures alone would suggest that System nand 
System C are about equal, but there nre significant differences. 
It was shown in Figure 8 that the channel utilization remained 
very low for System C at all po!ntsj this is due to the fact that 
the dispatcher I.s taking calls from tllll publiCi these are relatively 
long calls and \Ise no channel time at all. Note also that in our 
simulated System C the dispatcher does not halldle remote data 
base queries I as is the case In System n. If the dispatcher had 
this added load, System C would be out of the question except 
for very low case loads. 

The conclusion is that the firs.t step to be taken to 
increase the capacity of a dispatcher position is to separate the 
CBO function from the dispatchcr function. This not only frees 
a large amount of dispatcher time, but reduces the stress on the 
dispatcher because he is no longer required to deal with the 
public as well as manage his patrol units. He {lan concentrate on 
the dispatching job, whrch has enollgh stresses of its own ill a 
large command center without the added stresses involved In 
taking calls from the public. 

Another Important function of a sCparate CEO is to 
filter calls from the publiCi some fraction of these calls do not 
requir~3response from police or other emergency vehicles, but 
if the dispatcher takes a call directly he must do the fUtering 
at the expense of. his other functions. The separate CBO can 
abo improvt! public relations if a busy dispatcher is u!:lnble to 
give as much time to a caller as the caller would like. 

TItere arc two ways in which the handling ofremote data 
base queries cnn be separated from the dispatcher function. 
One is to have a separate position for this funcilon, as in San 
Diego. This 11 a relatively simple change to make, and the 
information operator cart keep track of other situations such as 
tow requests and ambulance requests. 



The other possibility becomes avaUable when the patrol 
units are equipped with mobUe digital terminals. With sUitable 
software and equlpment in the command and control center, 
queries to remote data bases (normally f>epartment of Motor 
Vehicles and NCIC, which are already computerized) can be 
relayed automatically from patrol unit to remote data base 
and back, with no load on the center personnel. 

In either case, the simulation resultll indicate that the 
capacity of a dispatcher position can be increased substantially 
by removing this function from it. 

It Is relatively simple to determine the number of dis
patchers needed for a given center. Since the system should be 
sized to handle the heaviest expected load, the number of cases 
in progress during one or more of the busiest hours should be 
counted. This becomes the load to be handled. Now the max
Imum allowable case load per dispatcher Is determined; the 
figures given above from the simulation are good starting points 
for this determination. The planner can modify these if he 
feels It is appropriate In light of conditions in his department, 
or he may have some combination of functions that does not 
correspond exactly to one of the three systems modeled. 

As an example, let us assume the planner expects to have 
II System A configuration where the dispatcher handles neither 
calls from tlle public nor remote data base queries. Our simula
tions (and our observations) indicate that with this system one 
dispatcher should not be expected to handle more than 2S 
cases per hour. We will assume that the case load during several 
busy hours has been counted, wltlt the maximum load to be 
planned for amounting to 80 cases per hour. The number of 
dispatchers is then: 

Case load =M= 3.2 
Cases per dispatcher 25 

which means 4 dispatcher stations will be needed. 

The above analysis of dispatcher work loads can be 
summarized as follows: 

• Only in a small department with low maximum 
case loads Is it practical to combine the CBO and 
dispatcher functions. 

• Relieving the dispatcher of the task of handling 
data base queri~s makes a significant increase in dis
p.atcher capacity for managing patrol units and 
monitoring incidents. 
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• Dispatcher loads should be sized to keep the 
average maximum busy time to about 50 percent 
(with this average, there will be short-tenn peaks 
when the dispatcher is well above this figure). 

5.4 Human Factors Considerations in the Design of 
CAD Systems 

In selecting a system design, the planner must consider 
a number of factors in addition to the matter of sizing the 
system. In the course of our observation of police command and 
control centors, particularly those operating under peak loads, 
we noted several ways in which the details of the console hard
ware and software affected the efficiency with which the dis
patcher operates. Since a major concern In connection with 
dispatchers is the stress under which they necessarily operate, 
any efficiency Improvements that can lessen this stress should 
be carefully examined. 

We have already seen that a 50 percent average busy 
time is the most that should be expected of a disl'atcher even 
during peak hours. In planning for a new CAD system, it is 
probably advisable to design for an average of 30 to 40 percent, 
or perhaps a corresponding figure of not more than 20 cases 
per dispatcher (including both backlog and assigned cases). 

5.4.1 Configuration Il>f Displays 

In the design of the console itself, it is important to 
avoid overloading the human capacity for accepting and pro
cessing information. A dispatcher in a CAD system is handling 
information in four dlff~lrent ways, more or less simultaneously 
or in very rapid shifts from one to the other: listen. talk, read 
the display, use the keyboard. 

In the conventiollal manual dispatch system, the dis
patcher normally performs in a listen-talk mode, with a min
Imum of manual-visual tasks. Hence, the CAD environment 
Imposes additional maI1lipuJ.ative functions on the dispatcher, 
which can add to the stlress'level if not carefully engineered. In 
fact, Ule dispatcher is in a "type or perish" environment, whictl 
can be particularly strellsful to field personnel who are rotated 
into the dispatch centelr occasionally and do not have a high 
level of typing skill. The console must be designed to help him 
perform the manipulative kinds of processing in the most 
efficient and least stres!iful manner. The voice communications 
with the patrol units can be made more efficient by digital com
munications, but appellr to be Indispensable. CAD may he)p 
reduce the length ot sl:>me voice messages, but the total talk
listen time is not charlged significantly. The displays and the 
display formats, howe'/er, can influence the efficiency of the 
console-related functiolils. 



The major design decision to be made is that regarding 
the number of screens on each console. The data in Table 1 on 
existing CAD system~ indicates that several of them mnke use 
of split-screen displays, where half of the screen is used for dis. 
playing patrol ullit status and the other half for the current 
incidents or other displays. One department that began with 
a split·screen CRT display has since changed to a two·screen 
display I having found that a :;ingle screen does not provide the 
dispatcher with enougll room to display the information needed 
for rapid, efficient decision making. 

Even two screens may not be optimum. With a two-screen 
console, there will typically be four sets of data displayed: 

(1) Status of up to 40 or 50 patrol units (n separate 
screen on a two-screen console). 

(2) One case in full detail (6 to 10 lines of a display). 

(3) Summaries of thft cases in progress, giving at least 
the case number. type, and the patrol unit assigned 
to it; there may be as many as 30 or 40 of these 
summaries. 

(4) A one·line summary of the highest priority irlcidents 
in the dispatchds backlog, giving for each the time 
of the call, the priority, case type, and address. 
There usually is room for as many as five of these 
backlog cases. 

The dispatcher can call up to the screen any information 
that is in the computer's memory; in particular, he can display 
the complete backlog or any part of it, and he can call up the 
complete 10-line format f<;r any case in progress If he needs to 
determine (for example) what patrol unit is assigned or to add 
or change data on the basis of a report from a patrol unit. 
This is a convenience, but at times of heavy work load it takes 
time to key in the necessary instructions to the computer, and 
the information that is called up has to displllce some other 
information on the screen. The dispatcher's task is easier if 
the most frequently used data remains continually displayed, 
with room left for calling up other data from the memory. 
Three and e¥en four screens can be used effectively to make the 
dispatcher's task easier by cutting down on the manipulations 
he must perform to display the information he needs for decis· 
ion making. 

This is not the same as providing the dispatcher with more 
informationj it Simply makes the information more readily 
available. Care should be takert not to flood the dispatcher 
with more information than he can use, or that he can use 
under peak load conditions. Some designers of automatic vehi
cle location (AVL) sYstems have proposed a display showing 
continuously the locations of patrol units on a map of the 
city. This is a very sophisticated design and wou?d be useful for 
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some purposes, but it would place an ndditlonal burden on the 
dispatcher by confronting him with an overly busy display. If 
AVL is available, the computer shOUld determine the patrol 
unit closest to an inCident, and display only the unIt num
ber(s), which is all the dispatcher needs or want to know. 

III some command and control centers, a separate ter· 
minal is used for transmitting queries to remote data bases. 
Such an arrangement may be the result of separate procure· 
ments of this capability and a CAD system; but the planner 
considering a Hew CAD system should avoid it. It b relatively 
simple to incorporate the remote data base query capability into 
the display/keyboard terminal used for the cllO and dispatch 
positions. If the dispatcher (or CaO) makes data base queries, 
his job is simplified if he can simpl~\ push a key instead of 
turning to a different console. 

5.4.2 Display Format~ 

There are many possible ways to display the information 
a dispatcher needs, and no single set of displays and display 
formats will be the best for all departments using CAD systems. 
From the human factors point of view, formats are very impor
tant; the way the information is presented can make a very 
large difference in the efficiency with which a dispatcher works 
and the anlounl of stress imposed on him. 

TIle ideal way to develop a set or display fcrmats for a 
planned CAD system would be to design It set of fonnats and 
experiment with them, making modifications untU most of the 
people who will be using them are satisfied. If this cart be done 
on sonie kind of a simulation facility before the system is 
Installed, .the system startup will be easier. Even in this case, 
howeveJ:, it should be expected that there will be some changes 
in format after the new CAD system is implement(ld. Such 
changes reqUire modification of the software and tend to be 
expensive, but they should be planned for because they are 
almost certain to be needed. 

A simulation facility would pe too expensive for any 
but the largest departments, but ~t would be possible for 11 
number of departments in the same atea to develop such n 
facmt~ jointly. This would permit dispatchers to try out dif
ferent formats under simulated high-load conditions, to see 
which were best for their particular situaticms. 

As CAD systems become more numerous and .more 
widespread, it is possible that vendors will offer stnndard soft. 
ware packages that include standardized formats f(.lr displays. 
In this ca~e~ the planner will need to consider the trade-off 
between the lower cost of standardized displtiY formats and 
the advantag~ of having formats specifically tailored to the ." 
needs and/or wishes of his dispatchers. 



One way out of this possibly difficult choice is the use 
of'so-called "smart" tenninals. These are consoles with a built·in 
mficroprocessor (a very small computer), and they pennit 
changes in display software, particularly special functions and 
(.u~p!aysvmIJch more easily than is the case with the usual type 
of dis l lta'l1e which have ftxed display formats and function 

t "./y u u 
keys. rl~he Shreveport Police Department has used smart 
terminals to great advantage, and they ~an be expected to 
'become increasingly available for new CAD s.ystems. 

In the previous discussion of display configurations, we 
mentioued the desirability of having two or three separate 
screens on each console, so that certain kinds of infonnation 
c(t.l'i .remain on view at all times. When the dispatcher must use 
Olle screen, or part of a screen, to look at anyone of several 
different displays he can call up from the computet: memory, it 
is called "paging", in the sense that he pages through the mem
ory much as one would page through a book. 

In a manual sxstem, a dispatcher normally has more 
information pennanently on view of front of him than is the 
case in a CAD system. When the CAD dispatcher calls up a new 
display on the screen, or portion of a screen, the infonnation 
that was already there disappears and can no longer be consulted 
at a glance. Therefore, the selection of those categories of 
information that arc to remain continuously on view and 
those that must be paged through (called up one at a time) is 
quite important, and the number of keys that must be pushed 
to call up a given display is also important in system design. 
Specific examples of display fonnats will be given in later 
sections. In the previous section we saw that the four categories 
of infonnation usually visible to a dispatcher, either on multiple 
screens or a split screen, are: 

• Patrol unit status. 

• One·line summaries of cases in progress. 

e One·line summaries of cases in the backlog (or as 
many of them as the screen can hold). 

• One case in full detail. 

We als9 noted that the dispatcher can call up the full detail of 
any case if he needs to consult it for infonnation or add infor· 
maUo!.'! to It, as when the case is cleared. Other displays he may 
b~ abl~ t~1 t::l.\ll up .include: 

• 
• 
• 
• 

Remainder of backlog not shown on screen (if any). 

Vehicle stop. 

Remote query. 

Request tow or ru.nbula.'1ce service. 

Message me. 

-li'll",··_ ..-.;;.... _____ .....;. ______ _ 

.. Personnel flIe. 

,. Assigned duty roster. 

• Display map of sector (if there is an automatic 
vehicle location system). 

Some additional data on how display formats and paging 
can affect the dispatching operation is givert in Appendix B, 
which is a scenario for an anned robbery in progress as it would 
be handled by the Huntington Beach CAD system. Display 
fm'mats are shown in detail in Chapter 6. 

5.4.3 l<oyboarcls 

The keyboard is the means by which the dispatcher enters 
data into the system, controls his displays, searches mes, or 
Gives other commands to the computer. He also uses It to send 
messages to patrol units if they are equipped with mobile dig· 
!tal terminals, or to transmit messages to other computerized 
systems (e.g., query messages to remote data bases). 

A typical keyboard is shown in Figure 9. A console key. 
board has a nucleus of keys that are much the same as a nonnal 
typewriter !<eyboard, plus a number of special function keys 
that can vary (normally) from 12 to 20. 

The design decision to be made is primarily how many 
special function keys should be provided. The trade·off Involved 
is fQughly the follOWing: 

• One special function key replaces a coded sequence 
of letters and/or numbers that would have to be 
entered on the regular keyboard. For example, a 
touch on the LOG OFF special function key. plus 
the number of the case to be logged off, tells the 
computer to locate and display the record of that 
case number, with the cursor automatically pos· 
itioned in the "case clearance" field on the format. 
The dispatcher then simply enters the clearance 
code and the job is done. This saves the valuable 
time of a busy \!~spatcher, provided the dispatcher 
does not ~pend tlmb hunting for the 3pe~lal func
tion key. Dispatchers ...... HIt good typing skills nor· 
mally can command displays using rHher regular 
or special function keys with equal speed. 

.. The more special function keys there are, the more 
of them Li.e dispatcher has to remember and be 
able to locate quickly. Unless a .;pecial function 
key is used often, it may not be advantageous to 
have it. Large numbers of special function keys are 
expensive to build into the console and both dif· 
ficult and expensive to change later. . ... 



FUNCTION KEY DESCRIPTION: 

Fl ENTER MESSAGE F5 ASSlGN UNIT 
F2 DISPLAY MESSAGE F6 ASSIGN STATUS 
F3 ENTER COMPLAINT F7 REASSIGN 
F4 DISPLAY COMPLAINT Fa 1)1 SPLAY STATUS 

IJ. 9. Shreveport PO diqltltchar IclybOJlrd 

It shouW be understood that the computer is doing the 
same thing whElther thr;l command is entered by means of one 
special functio:tl key bt a sequence of symbols typed on the 
regular keybot.'nt In the log-off case, the alternative to the 
special function. key is to hsve the dispatcher type LOon the 
keyboard, plus the case number. Then when the computer 
locates .and displays thl~ case record, the dispatcher positions 

. the cursor himself to the proper place oh the format and enters 
the clearance code. In both cases the computer is finding and 
displaying the record and entering the clearance code in 
response to the keyboard input of the dispatcher, and filing 
the record away again. 

5.5 Other Personnel Requirements 

We have already considered the detennination of num
bers of complaint board operators, secondary operators (if 
used) and dispatcher positions. This section considers the 
requireme1.tts for supervl.sors and infonnation operators, and 
presents a brief discussion of the types of personnel to be used 
for dispatchinq.. 

5.5.1 Supervi30ry Stationt 

A police command and control center of any size (Le., 
one with three or ,more dispatchers on duty simultaneously) 
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usually has supervisors to monitor the operations and provide 
overall. management of the operation. In large departments 
there may be separate supervisors for the complaint board 
operators, the dispatchers, and the overall command snd 
control center. Smaller departments frequently combine these 
functions and need only one or two supervisors per shift. 

The number of supervisors of each type is a management 
decision outside the scope of this document. From the point of 
view of the planner, the important aspect of this determination 
is that each supervisory position must be equipped with a 
console, 

A supervisor of complaint board operators will tequire 
a console equipped like those of the operators, and with the 
capability of displaying the data on any operator console. He 
may also need to have call director equipment for monitoring 
and patching calls, plus registers to record telephone activity 
rates. 

The dispatch supervisor needs a standard dispatcher 
terminal, with the capability of observing the screens of all 
dispat<;hers on demand as well as access to aU dispatch fre
quencies. He may also neecl auxiliary radio and telephone ter
minals for communication with other agencies. Hir. co~sole 
will have the same_capability for creating incident records, 
monitoring incidents~ and entering data in the nIes,as the other 
dis~~ttcher consoles. 



5.5.2 Information Operator 

Many larger police departments have a special positic,n 
for an information operator to handle such non-dispatching 
tasks as queries to remote data bases, requests to ambulances 
or tow vehicles, contacts with other departments, or calls to 
citizens. This reduces the load on the dispatcher, as'the sim
ulation results indicated. 

TIle information operator requires a console similar to a 
dispatcher console, with telephone facilities plus radio termi
nals for communications with other agencies. 

TIle information operator uses a separate channel from 
the dispatching channel; usually one such frequency for the 
information operator is sufficient for cities of up to one mil
lion population. 

5.5.3 Types of Dispatcher Personnel 

Dispatchers may be either professional, full-time dis
patchers. or field personnel who are assigned to this duty in 
rotation with other police duties. For a CAD system, some 
moderate degree of typing skill is more important than for a 
manual system; typing skills are on the average not high among 
field personnel, which tends to slow down their performance 
at a CAD console. Also, the fact that dispatching is not their 
full-time assignment nor an important aspect of their careers 
makes them tend to be less proficient at the specialized tasks 
of dispatching. Field personnel without good typing skills who 
are brought in for dispatcher assignments generally will find 
the "type or perish" environment of CAD more stressful than 
the conventional manual systems. 

For these reasons, planners in departments now using 
(ield personnel for dispatching may wish to review this policy 
in the light of the different requirements of a CAD system 
with respect to dispatching skills. 

If the decision is made to use field persoIUlel, some 
special provisions may be made. One department, in the effort 
to reduce to a mininlum the amount of typing required of dis
patchers, used consoles with large numbers of function keys. 
It is not cert'lin that this improved dispatching speed, since 
considerable time would be needed to locate the desired func
tion key antong such a large number. 

Having a skilled typist at the dispatcher console also 
makes it easier for patrol units to dictate information to the 
dispatcher, particularly case clearance reports. Officers in one 
department must dictate these reports to a clerk at the end of 
the shift, and may need up to half an hour for this task. 

Our observations have not incl~ded measurements of the 
. differences in service to patrol units between professional 

dispatchers and part·time. field personnel dispatchers; subjec
tively, our view is that service is better with professional, 
full-time dispatchers. 
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5.6 Management Reports 

• 
Previous sections have indicated briefly the kinds of 

management reports that can be generated by a CAD system. 
Although no department would install a CAD system simply to 
produce better reports, the planner should take full advantage 
of the remarkable capability of a computerized system to gen
erate all kinds of reports accurately, rapidly, and at low cost. 

There are in general four kinds of management reports 
that' a police department needs, and that can be readily pro
duced by a CAD system. The planner's task is to make certain 
that the reqUired data is available in the computer mes, and 
that software is provided with the system to extract the data 
and format the reports. TIle four categories of management 
reports are: 

• Routine statistical reports that are prepared reg· 
ularly for department administration or for trans
mittal to state and federal (UCR) criminal statistics 
collecting agencies. Some of these reports may 
include summary analyses such as movirg averages 
or comparisons with previous periods; such data 
can be prepared by the computer. 

• Activity reports that typically cover data on patrol 
officer activity, changes in volume or type of inci
dent for specific parts of the city, response times 
to citizen calls, and length of time spent on calls 
broken down by area or type of call. Since it 
requires relatively little computer time to prepare 
such logs, it is possible for department management 
to have reports more often than would be feasible 
in a manual system. 

• Incident or case logs are generated by the computer 
at the end of each shift, and contain most of the 
data ne~ded for preparation of the others. 

• Daily field activity reports are prepqred by field 
officers and submitted at the end of their shifts .. 
Normally DF ARs are prepared manually, but one 
department (Dallas) has a transcriber service in 
which the field officer telephones in information 
to a clerk who calls up the apprqpriate case records 
on the display, and adds the officer's comments 



and case disposition code; no other written reports 
are required except for certain types of incidents. 
This technique has considerable potential for 
reducing the paperwork load on field personnel. 

A management report generation routine can be provided 
to flag changes or trends that could indicate problems (call-rate 
changes in particular beats, sharp changes in officer produc
tivity or crime types, etc.). 

Table 6 is a list of mon thly reports genera ted by the San 
Diego CAD system for internal management pUrposes. It can 
be seen that these are mganized in such a w'J'I as to reveal 
trends that may require management attention,. Table 7 is a 
list of all the reports generated by the Glendale CAD system. 
These are typical of the external and internal reports required 
for a police department. Examination of the list indicates that 
there are some items of data required that are not on the nor
mal incident record from the dispatching system. Procedures 
must be established to assure that these items of information 
are entered into the computerized files (e.g., traffic violation 
records, juvenile case follow-ups). 

Table 8 is a comparable list for the Dallas CAD system. 
TIlis department has a data section set tip specifically to gen
erate reports and to analyze the data collected in the CAD sys
tem. The system has on-line printers, permitting any of the 
report~ lobe generated on demand at any time. 

5.7 Files 

The computerized files are the basis for all CAD oper
ations, since it is the immediately available and instantly up
dated files that aid the dispatcher in his work. The ability of 
the computer to search a me and retrieve or alter any Infor
mation in it within a fraction of a second provides powerful 
support to the dispatching function as well as to the com. 
plaint board function. 

As noted in previous chapters, there are degrees of 
sophistication in CAD systems, and the more sophisticated sys
tems use more files than the simpler systems. All CAD systems, 
however, require a basic set of files dynamically updated by 
the computer, plus a log of all activity. It is from the activity 
log and incident files that nearly aU of the management reports 
described in the preceding sectton are derived. 

CAD systems normally store files on random access disc 
storage devices, which are modular and any number needed can 
be provided in the system. Storage capacity is not usually a 
problem for the system planner or designer. 

Typical files required or optionally included in CAD sys
tems are listed in Table 9 with the contents of each record in 
the file indicated. 

, 
The availability of some of these files may enable the 

police department to render valuable service to the commu· 
nity. For example, in an emergency the personnel file can be 

Tabla 6. Internal Management Reports Generated by San Dillgo Police Department CAD System 

Item Reported Breakdown Comments 

Calls for service work load 1. Beat Ranks beats In descending order; identifies beats In 
(tn hoursl 2. Day of wefilk upper and lOwer quartile. 

Calls for service work load 1. Time of day Also gives percent of total man-hours spent on 
(In hours) 2. Day of week assignment to calls for service. 

Number of dispatched calls 1. Priority (high or tow) Average and standard deviation. 
Time spent per call 2. Beat 
Reaction time 

Beat work toad: 1. Beat Also shows percent of Incidents and hours handled 
Total Incidents by boat car. 
Total work load hours 
On-beat incidents end hours 
Off-beat incidents and hours 

" 

Final disposition of calls for 1. Disposition code (14 plus no disposition) Also shows total of all calls for service. 
service 

Case log Hard copy printout of incident records. 
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Table 7. CAD-Generated Roports - Glondalo Polico Department 

Report Frequency 

Crime and Incident Analysis Reports 

Monthly summary of Incidents by reporting district by day of week Monthly 

Recap of major activity in specified reporting dlstrict(s) Request 

Summary of incidents and/or casa reports Monthly 

Police activity summary update report Semimonthly 

Juvenile Activity Reports 

Juveniles detained and dispositions Monthly 

Weakly follow-up report of juvenile cases referred to county probation department Weekly 

Quarterly report of detained juveniles resident by reporting district Quarterly 

Special Reports for Record Bu reau 

Monthly arrest and citation register for BCS· Monthly 

Adult misdemeanor arrests and dispositions Mont.,ly 

BCS monthly crime and clearance report Monthly 

BCS monthly value of property stolen and recovered by offense Monthly 

BCS year-to-date summary schedules of stolen property Monthly 

Quarterly follow-up of arrests pending disposition Quarterly 

Preliminary Editing Reports 

Incident Dally 

Property value update Daily 

Case status update Daily 

Arrest report update Daily 

Nonhazardous traffic violation update Daily 

Team status update Daily 

General Use Reports 

Daily ectivity log Daily 

Work Status and Employee Evaluation Reports 

Status report of active cases Weekly 

Report of investigative assignments Dally 

Employee/team/bureau/section activity and evaluation report Monthly 

Recovered property retained by officer Monthly 

Traffic enforcement activity (by each employee) Weekly 

-Bureau of Criminal Statistics 
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Table a. CAD·Generated Reports - 00110$ Polico Department 

Item Reported Broakdown Commonts 

Crime Statistics 1. Beat Beals ranked by number of crimes 

Total crimes 

Number per day 

Average per day 

Standard deviation 

3()'daY averaga 

Residential Burglaries 1. Beat 

Time, date, day of week 

Location 

One·word property description 

M.D. entry 

Case status 

Case number 

Number of suspects 

Number of vehicles 

Suspect Persons 1. Beat 

Crime 

Date 

Case number 

Description (sex, age, eyes, etc.) 

Weapon 

Vehicle description and license 

Suspect Vehicles of Suspects 1. Beat Ordered by vehicle 

Same as above 

Suspect Vehicles for All Crimes in Period 

Vehicle description and license 

Crime 

Location of crime 

Date and beat 

Case number and status 

Morning Report of Index Offanses 

Last 24 hours 

Month·to-date and last month-to-date 

last year month·to-date 

Th is year and last year-to·date 
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Table 8 (Continued) 

ltem Reported Breakdown Commonts 

Morning Report of Actual Offenses 1. Division , 
Last 24 h au rs l' 

Month-to-date 

Last month-to-date 

Calls· Number of calls 1. Be~'~ 

Total time on call 2. Watch 

Average time on call 

Response Time Avorage for Year 

Total 

Time received to time dispatched 

Time dispatched to time on scene 

Time at scone 

Calls for the Month 1. Beat 

2. Hour of day 

Calls for Holdup Dnd Burglary Alarms 1. Alarm location 

Complainant 

Time and date 

Time dispatched 

Communts 

Officer Activity Report 1. Officer I 0 

Arrosts 

Jail arrests 

~ispositions 

Parking citations 

Accident .investigDtions 
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searched rapidly to locate officers with special skills such as 
dismantling bomb devices or speaking certain foreign languages. 

The address file listed in Table 9 is only one version of 
geographic files that may be created and maintained. A depart. 
ment may choose to maintain complete records of all items of 
interest associated with a given address, such as: 

• Description of the structure. 

• 
• 

Alarms 

Indicator of data such as detailed floor plans, maps, 
photos, available on microfiche. 

• Gun registration at the address. 

• Prior incidents at the address. 

• Personnel on parole or probation at the address. 

111is information can be automatically displayed when 
the address is entered at the console, or can be displayed only 
on request. This is a useful capability, but the creation and 
maintenance of such files involves a large amount of clerical 
work. 

5.8 Failure and Backup Mode Operation 

In planning for a new CAD system, a department must 
also piau fnr \.:arrying on operations in the event of a failure 
in the CAD hardware or $ljftware. Such plans should include 
dettli)(:d proccdues for making the transition from normal 
al~tolt\~u:d orc:ration to manual operation and back again to 
automated operation WhM the problem has been solvE-d. 

It Illay be desirable h1 provide for an intermediate mode 
of Opcl'~tion, in Wl1ich the console keyboards and displays arc 
still \\I1;.~tking, bm Jt) not access the computer files. In thi~ 
mode the complaint board operators can still use their key
boards to enter incident data, and can then cause it to be 
printr.d out on the printers at the dispatcher consoles. 

The transition procedures can be exercised on the 
occasion of routine maintenance procedures or shifting of the 
computer to perform periodic batch processing of the datvi 
base (as in preparing management reports). It may also be 
advisable to 1.1.t:tiu unscheduled "fire drills\> to verify the tran
sition procedures. Supervisors normally play an active role in 
coordinating the transitions. 

Detailed procedures and their effect& on hardware and 
software arc presented in Chapter 6, 
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Table 9. CAD Flies 

File Name FUnctioh Content 

Address 1. Determines whether or not address 1. Street n~me. 
given by complainant exists. 2. Number range. 

2. Locates address by cross streets. beat, 3. Number range of each blouk face. 
and reporting district. 4. Name of street at each Intersection. 

3. Reports finding to operator. 5. Brat. 
6. Hsporting dlWlet. 

Incidents 1. Conveys Informatio'l from complainant 1- Name of complainant, his address and phone 
to dispatcher. numoar. 

2. Conveys Information from dispatcher 2. Type of inc;:itlo;1t, 
to patrol officer. 3. Priority. 

3. Summary for case log and data base 4. Officers Gnd cars assigned. 
for management reports. 5. Time and date 1!1ltlated. il$~iflMCl3nd disposed of. 

4. Reaction time and delays. 6. Tlmu anas\'iltus changes for each vehicle In case. 
7. Incident number. 
8. PrecInct number, beat number. reporting district. 

! f' Operator receiving call position. .-.~~ 

10. Dispatcher assiglJlng cilll,(,":.J pl_sition. 
11. Frequency. 
12. Silent alarm number. 
13. Disposition. 

Vehicle Status 1. Display resources to dispatcher and 1. Unit number. 
their availability. 2. Terminal number. 

2. Display case numbers and vehicles 3. Number of j:lllrsonnel In car. 
cu rrently assigned. 4. Beat assignment. 

5. Tempora'y assignment. 
6. Radio channel. 
7. Shift. 
8. Time assipned on shift. 
9. Updated by operator numher and time. 

10. PIN numbers of. offi.:ers assi(JrlCd to vehicle. 
11. StaWs. 
12, 1'im~·,mtered status. 
1~, Incident number. 
14. Type of inCident. 
15. PrioritY. 
16. Number of unit covered or being covered. 
17. Status changes limes and case numbers for that 

shift. 
18. Comment. 

Incident Summary 1. Provides 1·lIne summary of incl- 1. Incident numbel. 
dents assigned but not yet cleared. 2. Start time. 

2. Provides 1-line summary of inci· 3. Priority. 
dents in backlog to be assigned. 4. Time rllC!!ived. 

5. Type. 
6. Location. 
7. Numbil; of !lJsigned unit. 
8. Frequency, dispatcher. 
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Tablo 9 (Contlnuod) 

Fllo Name Functions Contont 

Department Personnel 1- Roster of sworn and non·sworn 1. Nome. 
staff. 2. Rank. 

3. O.O.B. 
4. O(lte loined P.O. 
5. Home address. 
6. Phone number. 
7. Next of kin, address, phone number. 
S. PIN number. 
9. SS number. 

10. Speciol capobilities. 
11. Blood typa. 

Deportment Vehicles , , Inventory of patrol vehicles; shows 1 " 
Vehicle number. 

special equipment on eoch (com· 2. Modef, year. 
municatfons, mobile Ion, etc.) whether 3. Communications, Cl.g., tYpes. 
or not they are In shop, time to bring 4. Lob equipment. 
out of shop. 5. Other features (ambulance, tractor, von, 

bus, otc.). 
6. In shop for repair of_. 

port 
7. Estimated return to ective status 

date, tinie 
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6. PLANNING GUIDELINES: ELEMENTS OF THE SYSTEM 

We have seen in Chapter 3 how a CAD system works in 
general, and what its components arc. This chapter provides 
more detailed information on those components. Section 6.1 
describes the hardware elements of the system, and Section 6.2 
covers the computer programs and computerized files that 
arc needed for a CAD system. 

Before we describe the components of the system, how· 
ever, It will be useful to present an overall picture of the physi. 
cal layout of a command and control center with computer
aided dispatch. Figure lOis a drawing of a typical l:t!l1tl'l 

. Some of the points to be noted here that have not lH~Ci 
mentioned previously arc: 

• The computer and its related equipment (tape and 
disc units and interface devices) do not occupy 
much physical space; the equipment generally docs 
not require specially conditioned frrciiity space. 

• There is a position, with a separate console, for 
a watch commander. The watch commander is in 
overall chnrge of the center and of the patrol 

_ units. His console enables him to observe the 
screens of any of the other consoles, and his 
radio panel permits him to communicate with 

MICROFICHE 

• 

• 

• 

patrol units on any of the frequencies being used 
by the dispatchers. He provides overall monitoring 
of the entire operatioll as well as hlgh·level deci· 
sion making for emergency or unusual situations. 

There is a position for n. records clerk. This posl· 
tion has a console with a display screen, but has 
no radio panel and docs not communicate with 
patrol units. Its function is to handle all off·line 
functions such as preparing pemJIIl.lel rosters, 
updating the permanent nIcs, transferring logs 
from disc to tape for permanent storage, genera
ting computerized management reports. etc. 

There is a spare console for training. This is identi· 
cal to a dispatcher console, and can be used as an 
active console to handle overflow loads or in case 
of failure of an active console. Its nominal pur· 
pose is to provide practice for new operators. 

A microt1ch~ me is available to the dispatchers. 
This is a means of storing permanent reference in· 
formation that the dispatchers may need oeca· 
sillnally for tactical situations. This microfiche 
me is equipped with a system for rapidly retriev· 

CARD READER 
TAPE READ/PUNCH 

RECORDS 

.\-'-----'---i~-

COMPLAINT 
BOARD OPERATORS 

WATCH 
COMMANDER 

Fig. 10. A CAD dispatch conter 
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to) WORK POStTlON 

Lines 2·5 afe used for detailed information fill· 
in by the operator lind become part of the 
permtment computer record, which is auto
matically transmitted to and displayed on the 
dispatcher's Incident CRT. Lines 6-9 and 10-13 
arc duplicate complaint entry formats. Lines 
14·24 indicate the complaints, in order 
received, entered into the system. This informa
tion Is duplicated lit the dispatcher's Incident 
CRT. 

(b) COMPLAINT ENTRY DISPLAY 

Fig. 11. Complaint board operator station 
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CAll 
DlftECTO~ 

(a) WOAK POSITION 

Status Display 
Cot numbers (corresponding to car types) are 
displayed under appropriate headings of A VAIL
ABLE. EN ROUTE. AT SCENE. INVESTI
GATING. RETURNING TO STATION, OUT. 
This Informlltron Is entered directly from the 
vehicle via the MODAT mobile data system. 
Where applicable, the case number to which a 
vehicle hu been assigned Is displayed next to 
the vehicle. The upper right-hand corner dis
plays the backlog of unassigned Incidents pel' 
beat. J ... lne 2 shoWs unit 3A2 requesting a ear 
stop check. Line 3 indicates that 314 has not 
been assigned to a mobUe unit In the <:omputel 
flies. Line 4 indicates which mobile units are 
transmitting emergency messages. Line 5 shows 
other ears transmitting messages. Line 6 is the 
automatic lD number which appears whenever 
a mobile unit uses voice-radio. 

Dispatcher Incident Display 
A computer-assigned In::ldenl number appears 
on L!rt~ 2l!! w~!!!l~ Hm~ rc~ived. nearcst street 
(If appUcable), Apt. No., reporting district, Fire 
Dox No., and Beat No. Lines 3·5 Indicate the 
name and phone number. of the person report
ing the incident, the unlt(s) assigned to the inci
dent, and the type, code, priority code, and 
description of the Inddent. Lines 10·12 indi
c:tIte assigned but unresolved Incidents, with the 
Incident code on Line 9. The bottom portion of 
the screen displays an abbreviated version of 
the top portion of the screen: u''lilssigned Inci
dents, typCl code, time received, ad!\ress, .inter· 
sect street, reporting district. 

(b) DIPLAVS 

Photo courtesy of Los Vegas Metro Pollcl1 Dopartment. 

Fig. 12. DI~h.r station 



Ing any of the stored data and displaying it on a 
microfiche screen, e.g., street maps, layout of 
premises such as banks, etc. 

The physical arrangement of the equipment is quite flex· 
ible. In some cases the complaint board operators are in a 
different room or a partitioned.off part of the room from 
the dispatchers. The computer can be in a different room if 
it is more convenient, and the records clerk can also be In a 
different location as long as he has a connection to the 
computer. 

For the purpose of mling In a picture of the physical 
appearance of a CAD system, Figures 11 and 12 show, respec· 
tlvely, a eno console and a dispatcher console, with typical 
displays {)n the screens. Note that !n both types of conso\"s 
there is a provision for cards so that In the event of a failure 
in the CAD system the cno lind dispatcher can continue 
their functions In a manual mode. 

OIGITAl D"TA 
CAns 

FIELD 
UNitS 

VOICE 

COMPLAINT· SUI'UVISOR 

r~ 
~l, 

(SINGlE CRT! 

MOIO 
!QUIPMENT 

COMIMND 

{DUAL eRn 

ST"TlStiCS 

2 

VOICE 

I COMPlAINT 2 

DIGITAL 

DIGITAL 

VOICE 

6.1 I-Iardwara Description 

'fllis section identifills the types of equipment.. needed 
in a CAD command and crmtrol center. It takes a particular 
CMll1pte of such a center and descrlbllS in some detail the 
~han\cteristlcs of each item of equipment; the center is sized 
to serve a city of approximately one million popUlation. 

The equipment layout of the center we wilt usc as an 
example is shown in Figure 13. It consists of the Communica
tions equipment. the computers and related peripherals j and 
the set of consoles where the functions of the center are 
performed. As the figure indlcatesJ the consoles assumed in 
this center (lfe as follows: 

• Eight cao positions (four dual consoles), 

• One complaint supervisor j?ositlon. 

3 COMMINl • l COM,LAINT 6 7 COMPlAINT • 

Fig. 13. CAD Jvrtem block :llagl'lIm 
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• Four dispatcher positions (two dual consoles). 

One dispatch supervisor position. 

• Two command positions (one dual con'sole). 

• One service and training console (two positions). 

The dispatch supervisor, command, and service and train
ing consoles are essentially identical to the dispatcher consoles 

and are able to operate as dispatcher consoles whenever re
quired because of overflow work load or failure of a regular 
dispatcher console. 

The characteristics of the consoles are summarized in 
Table 10. In the system used here as an example, the command 
console is used to monitor operations, provide necessary input 
or feedback, and provide a channel for command decisions 
in cases requiring them. The service and training console is 
used to monitor the records channel, serve as a training posi-

Table 10. Summary of Console CharilCtoristics 

L,w Position Components Function . 
f Complaint board operator Keyboard Enters Incident data to computer. 
f 

CRT display (single) Displays format and data as it is entered. 

Call di rector Accepts calls from public via multltrunk telephone lines, 

I nstant playback recorder Captures Incoming call for quick retrieval of information If 
necessary to confirm or check data. 

Microfiche files Provides maps and other data such as legal information, other 
(one set for two positions) agency referrals. 

Provides for manual taking of complaints if CAD system is 
not functioning 

Complaint board supervisor Same as CBO, plus: 

Call director supervision Monitors incoming call handling. 
equipment 

Telephone activity registers Provide historical records of telephone activity. 

Dispatcher Dual CRT display Displays all formats and data. 

Keyboard Enters data to computer. 

Instant playback recorder Captures voice messages for recheck. 

Microfiche flies Provides street files and maps, other static reference 
(one set for two positions) Information. 

Radio dispatch panel Provides radio communications with patrol units. 

I Manual equipment Permits manual dispatch if CAD system is not functioning. 

Printer (one for two positions) Provides printed records as needed. 

Dispatch supervisor Same as dispatcher console, 
except: 

No manual equipment 

Auxiliary radio panel Provides for communication with other agencies. 

Command console Same as dispatcher console 
except: 

No In~tant playback recorder 

Auxiliary radio panel Provides for communication with other agencies. 
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tion for new operatols, and handle tow and ambulance 
dispatches. 

6.2 SOFTWARE AND FILES 

As shown in Figure J 3, this system used as an example 
has two processors. They are completely redundant, with 
either being capable of handling all the computing requird 
for the CAD system (but note that the multiplexer switch 
provides for future additions of processors to handle other 
automated command and control functions). Table 11 sum
marizes the hardware characteristics of the processors and 
their peripher.al equipment. 

The term "software" is used to refer to the set of instruc
tions ex.ecuted by the computer to perform its tasks, plus the 
data in machine·readable form that is used by the computer in 
carrying out these tasks. The basic instructions enabling a 
general-purpose computer to accept specifl.c programs are pro
vided by the computer manufacturer; these basic instructions 
lite usun\ly referred to as the operating system. The specific 
programsiliat cause the,computer to perform particular tasks 
are cclled user programs; some Widely-used programs (such as a 
payroll program or an inventory control program) may be sup
plied b~, a computer manufacturer or by an independent soft
ware house. The files of data are naturally always provided by 
the user himself, although the file structure may be a standard 
onf'. 

No description is provi~ed of the communications equip· 
ment shlJwll iii Figure 13, since it is standard equipment used 
for all law t:lnforcement command and control systems, 
whether or not they havo a CAD system. 

Table 11. Summary of Computer Hardware 
...------_._-_. __ ... ", •. _--------------------------------, 

Item 

Proc~~sor~ 

Disc storage units 

Magnetic tlIP::! units 

Card reilder 

Line printer 

Console teletypewriter 

Modems 

Description alld Function 

Each consists (If a central processing unit (CPU), memory (usually magnetic cores), and Inputl 
output logic. The memori stfJreS program instructions and data; the CPU executes the 
InstrUctions, using the stored data; the I/O logic interfaces the processor with tho Input devices 
(the console keyboards, the disk and tape units) and the output devices (the console displays, 
the disc and ta): e units, printers) to move data Into and out of the processor. 

Thare are one or more dl~ I,lnits in tile sy<:tllrn. dlJpendlng on the size of the files to be stored. 
Ordinarily a sillill~ disc pack with r:. cep;lc1tl' Qf sllveral million bytes is large enough to store all 
tlla programs ;:lnci data for a CAD system. Disc storage provides a means of rapidly accessing a 
large quantity 1,.: dsta or Instructions; those programs and flies thet are not maintained In the 
processor's core momory are stored in th~ dit.c unit, where they can be brought Into core as 
needed In a matHr o'i miliisecorlds. f:/;!n!icato difl: units with duplicate data are sometimes main
tained to protect against accidental data loss or disc system failure. 

Tapes are normally used for permanent stCIO'i~ge of data, and the amount of data that can be 
stored In this WflY is virtually unlimited. Tapes are usually easily transferred from one facility to 
another if thty are needel! for hl$tol'T~ .. ~ or statistical studies. 

The normal method of entering programs Into the computer for initial development and checkout 
Is through punched cards. A 30().card·per-rI,lnllte reader should be adequate for a CAD system. 

Any printed output from the s'l'~t'iim that h~s significant volume. such as activity logs and ell 
typas of managerl1ent reports, requires the speed of a line printer. The printer would normally 
be a.sociated witil the records clerk posltk,ll. It need not be a very hlgh·speed printer, but 
should be faster than a teletypowrih,r. . 

A teletypewriter Is provldi:1d for each p1l1(:lr dispatcher positions (one per dual console), This 
fairly low spel/cl printer Is acl~'quatc for generatlntJ the small amount of hard copy needed from 
thp. cQn~~!:;o. 

A modem (modulator/demodulator) is nes.de.d for each interfeee of the CAD system with othtlr 
digitel systems, primarily for ~!.lrpO~((I" Qf r"~l!;.te >~ata base query (DMV, NCIC, etc.), A modem 
allows a cornpu,>u to communicate with silother computer over standard telephone lines. A 
modem Is also net)d~;,J in systems where the patrol units are equipped with mobile digital termin
als that can c()l!imurJicate directly with the computer or with remote data bases. 
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For a CAD system, we assume that the software will be 
supplied along with the rest of the system by a contractor. He 
will normally buy the computers together with the operating 
systems software, but might modify the operating system some· 
what to meet the particular requirements of the CAD system. 
The user programs would be provided by the CAD system con· 
tractor. In cities where there is a large and experienced data· 
processing departme:nt, it is possible that the city would act as 
its own contractor and procure the hardware (including operat· 
ing system) and write the user programs in the data processing 
department. Even where the complete system is procured from 
a contractor, city or police department programmers may 
take care of software maintenance. Maintenance usually refers 
to making modifications in the programs to tailor them speci
fically to the conditions of operation, or adding extra capabil· 
ities that improve the overall CAD operation. 

Figure 14 shows the strucutre of the software and files 
that would be needed in a CAD system. There is a basic set of 
software Ulat would be needed for any CAD capability; this is 

I OPERA T INC I 
SYSTEM I USERS I PROGRAMS 

SYSTEM • SIGN-ONI 
GENERATION SIGN-OFf 

JOD • INCIDENT 
SCHEDULER LOG-IN 

• COMMUNICATION • DISPATCH 
CONTROL LOG-iN 

• EXECUTIVE • PATROL UNIT 
SERVICES STATUS 

• SYSTEM · DATA 
RECOVERY LOGGING 

DATA BASE 
QUERY 

t.<ANAGEMENT 
REPORl'S 

DEPLOYMENT 
SCHEDULE 

indicated by an asterisk. The remah~:\\~ elements of software or 
nIes are optional added capabilities. 

The following subsections describe the software elements 
listed in Table 12. The planner may find these u sefu! in that 
they give a clear idea of what each part of the software is reo 
qUired to do. With this understanding it is easier to evaluate 
proposals from system or software vendors. 

6.2.1 Operating System 

It has already been mentioned that the operating system 
is normally supplied by the computer manufacturer, since its 
detailed structure is heavily influenced by the design of the 
computer and the peripherals furnished with it. The separate 
parts of the operating system are briefly described below. 

System Generation Module. This is the set of procedures 
and instructions that defines the operating system l the system 

DATA 
FILES 

REAL-TIME 
-1illL 

ACCESS 
AUTHORIZATION 

• INCIDENT 
FILE 

• INCIDENT 
SUMMARY 

fiLE 

• PATROL UNIT 
STATUS filE 

• PATROL UNIT 
FILE 

RADIO-TELEPHONE 
STATISTICS 

OPERATOR 
ACTIVITY 

FILE 

PATROL UNIT 
ACTIVITY 

FILE 

• DEPLOYMENT 
SCHEDULE 

PERMANENT 
FILES 

ADDRESS 
VERifiCATION 

TELEPHONC 
DIRECTORY 

ADDRESS 
INTELLIGENCE 

fiLE 

• BASIC elEMENTS, REIiIAINING ELEMENTS ARE OPTIONAL 

Fill. 14. Sohware and filii structure for a CAD System 
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f!b!. 12. Record Slz" of Data Flies 

r----------------------F-II-.-N-.m-.---------------------'I-------------- ---R-(~-h.-~--!-~-)--------------~ 

REAL riME FILES 

Access Duthorlzatlon 

Incident fllo 

Incident ~ummery file 

?atrol unit .tatus iIIe 

i'!adlo·telaphone statistics 

Operator activity file 

Patrol unit activity Ille 

Deployment schedulE! 

Temporary situation file 

86 per person 

650 p'er Incident 

,63 por Incident 

178 per fiald unit 

196 per hour 

!i63 par operator par !!hlft 

928 par unit per shift 

124 per pernon 

176 per eddrlllt/araCi 

PERMANENT FILES 

Address verification 

Straot Index 

Landmark file 

Mastor street fila 

Talephone directory 

Emergency telephonas 

Foreign language translation asslstanca 

Nonomergency telephonos 

Address intelligenco file 

configuration (i.e., what processors and peripherals are parts 
of the system), the mode of operation, the disc me catalog 
identifying programs and me locations, and the software rou
tines that are to be maintained in the core memory. 

Job Scheduler Module. Control over the ex.ecution of all 
program elements is exercised by this module. It maintains a 
priority job queue and executes the high· priority jobs in 'the 
foreground with the lower.priority jobs being handled in the 
background (the backgr.:mnd means the intervals of processor 
time not being occupied by foreground jobs; these intervals 
are generally on the order of milliseconds or less). There is also 
a prIority interrupt feature allowing a high priority task to 
take over the processor when it enters the queue. The function 
of the job scheduler is to schedule and coordinate all the avail· 
able proceS$or execution time in accordance with the hierarchy 
of priorities. 
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236 per 5trll8t nome 

95.per land mark 

92 per block fllCe 

80 par telepholul 

80 per!elephona 

SO per telephone 

245 per addrelll/lll'Oli 

Communications Control Mode. This module provides 
for testing of input data for syntax errors, for message handling 
in accordance with a given protocol, and for system-level oper,· 
ators to interact with the system as needed during initial sys
tem generation and later maintenance, me updating, and pro
gram development operations. 

Executive Services. This is a set of routines that support 
user programs in hrmdling data. For a CAD system they would 
include the special input/output handlers to drive the CRT dis
plays, to sort, edit, ;l.nd route the input keyboard messages, 
and to enter data in the designated portion of the display. This 
module also includes the timer routine that 811tivates time
.related tasks for execution, and various utility programs to 
handle transfers from disc to core or vice v.ersa, or from disc 
or core to printer. Other utility programs include software 



compilers and assemblers, routines for generating anci-updating 
disc mes, etc. 

System Recovery. This module provides for automatic 
transfer of system operation to a redundant slave processor 
(if one is installed) whenever the master processor error detec
tion routine senses a faih.1re, or whenever the slave processor 
detects the loss of master-slave communications. In either cast' 
the processor that remains operational immediately generates 
messages to selected terminals and prints out a failure message 
on the console maintenance teletypewriter. 

6.2.2 User Program~ 

Sign-On/Sign-Off. All operators and field personnel 
scheduled for active duty are required to sign on and sign off 
the system. This enables the system to maintain a current file 
of all personnel on active duty. The sign-on procedure requires 
tho cao and dispatcher to input his personal ID code; the 
processor fhen makes a cursory security check of his eligibility 
to operate the system and of his authorization to access speci
fied data files (for example, a cao may not be allow.ed to 
change patrol unit status or supervisory data or to modify the 
address intelligence file). 

Once the dispatchers and caos have signed on, the dis
patchers (or other operators) will sign on the personnel in the 
partol units under their respective control (unless they can sign 
on directly through their mobile digital terminals). When the 
sign-on procedure has been completed, the program will gen
erate a test pattern on the screen to indicate that the procedure 
is satisfactory, and will also display all pending transactions so 
that the dispatcher can carry on without interruption from 
tile previous mift. 

Each individual person who signs on will have his own 
ac;ivity file in the system, where all transactions executed from 
his terminal will be logged. 

When the person signs off, this procedure causes his acti
vity file to be closed and printed out (on demand). His ID is 
removed from the file of people on active duty, and the appro
priate supervisory terminal is notified of his sign-off. 

Incident Log-In. The incident log-in routine is executed 
whenever a new incident record is to be created. It is used 
mainly by the caos, but when an incident is reported by a 
partol unit, the dispatcher makes use of this routine to enter 
the incident into the system. This is an important and 
frequently-used routine, consisting of the following steps. 

When the operator types INC and presses the ENTER 
key (or presses a special function INC key), the routine dis-

plays the incident record format on the screen, as shown in 
Figure 11. The program automatically enters data in the cor
rect field and displays it on the screen as entered. For example, 
to enter an address the operator simply types the field identi
fier (CA in this case) followed by a slash (/) and the data. 
Names, incident type, etc., can be entered in similar fashion. 
The advantage of this procedure is that the information can be 
entered in any order. 

When all the available data has been obtained from the 
caller, the operator depresses the ENTER key and the infor
mation is transmitted to the processor. There it is scheduled 
for execution by the part of the executive service routine that 
assembles the data, places all entries in the proper field for the 
dispatcher's display, and hands it over to the incident log-in 
routine for serial numbering, time-tagging, and address check-

I' ing (if the system has such a feature). Part of the address check 
is having the master street file searched to see if previous inci
dents have been logged in the same block. If there are such 
incidents, all of them are displayed on the cao hcreen along 
with the current incident to allow for verification that the new 
incident is not a duplicate of a previous one. If it is a duplicate, 
the new incident is cancelled. If it is the same as an existing 
incident but with new data, the original incident is updated and 
transferred to the dispatcher for action (which may be to can
cel it). New incident entries will cause a flag to be set in the 
master street file to indicate a pending incident in that block, 
and the flag will be removed when the incident is closed. 
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The next check made by the incident log-in routine is 
again against the address, but this time against the address 
intelligence fIle (if this feature is included in the system). Any 
information found in the file will be displayed with a special 
caution mar~er if the intelligence data contains a caution flag; 
this is to help the dispatcher make his decisions and to increase 
officer safety. 

One of the fields filled by the cao is incident priority. 
The priority may be 1, 2, or 3 (1 for immediate action). The 
log-in routine automatically notifies the tactical dispatcher 
console (or other designated supervisor) whenever there is a 
priority 1 incident. 

Finally, if the system has the dispatch recommendation 
feature, the log-in routine checks the patrol unit status file 
against the master street file to identify those units that are 
nearest the incident and available, and displays the list of such 
units to the dispatcher. This information is added just as the 
incident log-in routine hands the incident data to the dispatch 
log-in routine. 



Dispatch Log-In. This routine receives the incident data 
from the incident log-in routine and displays it on the dis
patcher console when he calls it up in its turn. Figure 12'shows 
the format of the display presented to the dispatcher. The 
dispatcher now decides whether to assign a patrol unit or to 
defer dispatching until a later time. If he decides to dispatch, 
he selects a patrol unit or units from his patrol unit status 
display (or from the list of recommendations presented by 
the computer, if his system has this feature). He types in the 
!D's of the unit or urtits selected, and notifies them. As soon 
as he receives an acknowledgement of the assignment, the 
dispatcher presses his ENTER key and the computer time 
tags the assignment and updates the status display. An 
incident/dispatch summary task in the dispatch log-in routine 
takes all the incidents processed by the dispatcher (assigned 
or deferred) and generates a summary in the format shown 
in Figure 12. When the dispatcher wishes to recall the full data 
in an incident listed in the summary, he types in the incident 
serial number and depresses his ENTER key. The incident 
summary table is printed out at frequent intervals on the 
printer at the console, to p'rovide data in case it is rteeded for 
manual backup operation. \ 

When an incident is to be closed, the dispatcher enters 
DC/CLOSED plus any data supplied by the patrol unit to the. 
incident display after he recalls it. The processor confirms the 
action by showing the time of log-off: the field unit status dis
play is automatically updated, as before. 

Patrol Unit Status Routine. This routine maintains the 
status me for the patrol units assigned to each dispatcher. The 
format is shown in Figure 12, with the available units listed 
on the left side and busy units on the right side. The available 

units are listed by number and beat. Backup units supporting 
the primary unit are listed immediately after the primary unit 
regardless of number or area, and show the same incidertt num· 
ber as the primary unit. 

The routine automatically shifts units from one column 
to the other in accordance with dispatcher inputs (or direct 
inputs if the patrol units report status digitally). The time col· 
umn shows the time the unit made its last status change. If 
there is a limit on the time a status code should remain un
changed, the processor will cause the time signal to be flashed 
to alert the dispatcher. Time limits may be automatic for 
certain status types. 

The patrol unit status routine transfers to the activity 
file for each patrol unit each status change entered for that 
unit. When an entry indicates that !he unit has logged off, the 
activity fils is closed and scheduled for tape logging and print· 
ing (on demand). 

A special task in the patrol unit status routine is. used 
to update the ftles during recovery after a period of manual 
operation. It accepts inputs from the keyboard and updates 
the mes and displays. This task also prints out the status files 
on the console print~r periodically, say every 1Q minutes, to 
provide a starting point for manual backup operation if it 
should become necessary. 

Data Base Query Routine, This is the routine that 
allows dispatchers to initiate queries to remote data bases at 
the regional, state, and federal levels. The routine formats the 
query and response data, mairttairts a record of the transac
tions and prints out the query and response for "hits", A 
typical data base query format is shown in Figure 15. 

'. 

Fig. 15. Typical data ba .. query format 
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Response messages are screened for positive cautionary 
characters received as part of the response. Detection of a 
caution character will create a high-priority response, causing 
the console that entered the query as well as the supervisory 
console to be notified immediately. Positive responses are 
also printed out on a special printer. 

Management Reporting. A separate routine is provided 
to collect from the log tapes the necessary data to generate 
the set of management reports selected by the department 
management. Some typical management reports are listed in 
Section 5.6. 

Data Logging Routine. This routine handles the tasks of 
formatting all the data in the real·time files for permanent 
storage on magnetic tape. It maintains accountability of all 
messages into and out of the command and control center and 
transactions within it. 

6.2.3 Data Files 

Figure 14 identified two types of files: real·time files 
and permanent files. The real·time mes are those used by the 
CAD system in its basic functions, and their contents change 
rapidly all the time the system is operating. The permanent 
mes are those used primarily for reference; they are not com
pletely fixed, but they are updated at relatively long intervals 
(once a day to once a month) compared to the real-time 
files. 

The contents of the files identified in the figure were 
listed in Table 9 together with their functions. Table 12 lists 
the files again, shpwing the approximate number of characters 
that could be expected in each record in the me. 

6.3 Sizing tile System 

Determining the quantities of hardware components and 
their individual capacities is normally dO!1!l QlHing the detailed 
system design. Nevertheless it is useful for the planner to know 
how sizing estimates are made; this section describes a proce
dure for doing so, based on the needs of a city of one million 
population. 

6.3.1 System Parameters 

Those parameters readily available to the planner from 
the existing police command and control system are: 

• Average number of calls for service in peak hours. 

o Maximum number of patrol units deployed per 
shift. 
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From these numbers he can derive some numerical CAD 
requirements by using some rules of thumb that have proved 
generally applicable to cities in the 500 thousand to one mil
lion population range. These arc listed in Table 13. In addition, 
approximately 40 percent of calls for service generally result 
in dispatches of patrol units. 

Table 13. Estimating Ratios for CAD Systoms 

Paramotor 
Number per 
Patrol Unit 

Self·dispatches (patrol unit originated) 4 per shift 

Data base qUeries 2 per hour 

Data base query responses 12.5 responses per query) 5 per hour 

Partol unit status updates 10 per hour 

Miscellaneous supervisory transactions 2 per hour 

The final parameters needed for system sizing relate to 
system performance; for a CAD system these are primarily in 
the form of required response times. A typical set of require
ments is listed in Table 14. 

Table 14. Typical CAD Response Time Roquiromonts 

Operation 
MaXimum Timo to Porform 
Oporation 95% of tha Time 

Answer clIlI for service 10 seconds (first ring) 

CAD system processing of Incident log-in 2 seconds 

Update pat':ol unit status/location 1 seconl;l 

Display of data maintained In CAD filas· 2 seconds 

·Time does not include operator type-in time. 

Once these parameter$ and response time reqUirements 
have been established, the sizing process proceeds in the follow
ing steps: 

{I) Determine number of work positions (CBO, dis
patcher, supervisory, others if any). 



Table 15. Detarmlnatlo'l of Total Transaction Ruto 

Transactions 
Transaction Type Numbor Por (Times) Number Units (Equals) Per Hour 

Dispatches 
I 

I 
I 130 

From calls 0.4 call 200 
I 

calls I (80) 

From self 0.5 PU' 100 PUs 
I 
I (60) 
I 

Dispatch log-off 1.0 Incident 13\1 Incidents I 130 
I 

Data base queries 2 PU ~OO (,Us I 2Qfi 
I 

Data base responses 2.5 I ~ 
query 200 queries 500 

I 
PU status updates 10 PU 1(10 PUs I 1000 I 
Miscellaneous supervisory . I 

messages 2 PU 100 PUs 
I :too I 

Hard copy print 
I 
I 
I 

Dispatcher records 6 dispatcher 4 dispatchers I (24) 69 
I 

Data base query "hits" 0.15 query 200 qU{lrl!1~ I (30) 
I 

Managoment records 5 total I (6) I 
I 

Telephone-radio sliit!$tics 1 total I 1 
----'-' .......... 'iV I 

Total transactions (per hour) 2:220 
n. ......... ~'"J,,-.\"' .... "','" 

'PU c patrol unit 

\Ol::'J't'~~ 

(2) Determine total system input/output transaction 
rate. 

(3) Determine required CPU capability to handle trans
action rate. 

(4) Determine core storage reqUirements. 

(5) Determine disc storage requirements. 

These steps are outlined in the following sections, using as an 
example the CAD system described in Sections 6.1 and 6.2. 
For that system, the curves shown in Chapter 5 indicate a 
requirement for 8 CBO stations and 4 dispatcher stations, plus 
4 additional stations for supervisory and maintenance func
tions; the additional stations are defined to meet the needs 
of a particular system and are not derived from the curves of 
Chapter 5. 
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6.3.2 ~"p~lt/Output Transaction Rate 

'Tf.:} ,tetl"tmine the total I/O transaction rate we identify 
the tyPt;:" ~};' transactions and estimate the numbers olr G<I[:h 
from emr £ll!(Niotlsly ~(;tablished system parameters. Thin .l?jO~· 
ess is shown in Table 15. 

The number of operations per hour required of the sys
tem can now be estimated. We assume the following numbers 
of operations for each transaction: 

2 keyboard messages 

2 Mee;1 displays 

1 l~tagi'leti" tape log record generation 

5 operations. PI'IT tr::msar;iion X 2220 transactions = 
11,100 lnput/Ilufput op!!ratio!}s per hour 

This translates to 324.3 milliseconds per operation. 



Now, making some conservative assumptions about cycle 
time and allocation of time to operations (averaged over an 
hour"'): . 

Program execution time 

Three disc access 

Data transfer I/O 

Interface multiplexer to con
sole transfer of 1940 bytes 
(two times) 

6 

120 

3.7 
38.8 

168.5 milliseconds 

we see that the system assumed can handle approximately two 
times the estimated average peak load (Le., it requires only 
168.5 milliseconds to perform tasks for which 324.3 millisec
onds are available under the assumed load conditions). This is 
still a very conservative estimate, however, since of the 168.5 
milliseconds shown above, only 6 milliseconds are used by the 
CPU**; the rest is for data transfers. Thus the CPU can be 
performing other tasks in parallel, as long as they do not 
involve the same peripherals (CRTs, keyboards, printers, etc.). 
It may be possible to trade off the extra capacity for lower 
cost hardware with less capability, or to keep it available for 
future expansion of the system to accommodate new capabili
ties such as mobile digital communications. 

The above calculations assumed a typical 16·bit minicom· 
puter with an average instruction execution time of 3 micro· 
seconds or less. having direct multiple access (DMA) channels 
to interface with the consoles and peripheral eqUipment. 

6.3.3 Core Storage Requirements 

The core memory in a computer is used to store the 
operating system software required during real-time operation, 
the CAD specialized process control user programs, and buffer 
storage to handle data transfers to and from the consoles and 
the peripheral devices. Typical minicomputers of the type used 
for CAD applications are available with core storage modules 
of 4, 8, and 16K words (each word of 16 bits). generally up to 
a total of 65K words of directly addressable core storage 
locations. 

."le calculations shown are for operator terminal I/O communica
tions which constitute the majority of transactions and take the 
longest transfer times from CPU to terminal. 

.... Central Proces$ing Unit. 
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For the system outlined in Sections 6.1 and 6.2, the core 
storage requirements can be estimated as follows: 

Real time operating system 

CAD user programs 

Input buffers* 

Output buffers* 

Total 

6.3.4 Disc Storage Requirements 

16K 

16K 

12K 

9K 

S3K 

Random access storage other than that provided in core 
is usually provided by disc storage devices. The categories of 
data to be stored ort disc are listed in Table 16. with estimates 
of the number of bytes (1 byte = 8 bits) of storage required for 
each category. These estimates are derived from simple calcu
lations based on the previously established system parameters 
and performance requirements. Note that some of the types 
of data included in the estimate are for optional files, as 
defined in Section 6.2. and that the total can be decreased by 
these amounts if the optionttl files are not included in the sys· 
tern design. 

6.3.5 Sizing Summar\' 

The above cal "\liations indicate that a CAD system does 
not require very ad'r'anced or large.sca!<I data processing equip
ment. A standard minicomputer if. more than adequate for a 
system of the size assumed in the exampl.e. f<nd with added 
peripherals could handle a considerably larger load. The equip
ment requirements for 1hr example can be summarized as 
follows: 

Computer Standard 16·b',t minicomputer with 
3-microsecond cycle time 

Core storage 16K words iIitegral with computer 
plus three adt,litional 16K modules 
(64K total) 

Disc storage One 2S.lllegabyte unit 

*The sizes of core buffers are determined by the number of terminals, 
digital communication lines, peripherals, £lr.d message/transaction 
rates estimated for the example system. 



Ta!Jle 16. Estimates of Disc Storage Requirements 

Moxlmum File Requlremont 
Category 11000 bytes) 

Core Imago programs 64 

Operating system 128 

·Off·line user programs 32 

I/O recovory (5 minutes of datal 1,742 

'Master street file (676 street block faces per squara mila) 12,844 

'Stroot Index (169 street names per square mile) 7,977 

• Landmark file (10 landmarks per square mile) 190 

'Telephone directory (150 telephones) 12 

• Address Intelligence (200 rocnrds) 49 

-Temporary situation file 1100 records) 18 

.' Deployment schedule (460 recordsl 57 

System access authorization (460 records) 39 

-'Incldent log (10 hours) 845 

ulncldent summary (10 hoursl 82 

Petrol unit status (200 records) 35 

• Operator activity (40 records) 23 

·Patrol unit activitY (200 records) 186 

• Radio-telephone statistics (24 hours) __ S_ 

Tatal 24,328 

Total with starred flies omitted 2,992 

·Optlonel flies (seG Section 6.2 for contents). 

"The numbor of hours logged on disc for quick eccess review Is optional. TIle 1 (}'ho'Ur capability allows for the second 
shift to review ell Incidents processed end deferred bV the previous shift. 

Peripherals One card punch (100 per minute) 

One card reader (300 per minute) 

One line printer (600 lines, per 
minute) 

One typewriter.typeprinter per dis
patcher console (per two pm1itions) 

One microfiche file and viewer per 
console (two positions) 

This brief list covers only the data processing equipment. 
A more complete list including communication interface equip. 
ment will be found in Table 17 (Chapter 7). 
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6.4 Planning Trade·Offs 

We have lJJready identified certain features of a CAD 
system that involve trade·offs of one characteristic against 
another; most often these reduce to a question of performance 
versus cost, althOUgh there are other characteristics that can 
enter into the selection of a particular system design or con· 
figuration. This section discusses some of the trade·offs that a 
planner may need to consider in addition to those already 
mentioned. 

6.4.1 Dedicated vs. Shared Computers 

In a city where the city government already has exten· 
sive data processing facilities, it may be feasible to consider 



having a CAD system become one user of these facilities 
instead of acquiring Its own data processing hardware (it would 
stU! need its own consoles and terminals to interface with the 
central facUity). The considerations involved in this trad~'0ff 
can be summarized as follows: 

Advantages 

• Potential saving in cost and time of implementing 
a CAD system, 

• 

• 

Potential saving in maintenance costs (which would 
be shared). 

PotEmtial saving in cost of developing and main· 
taining software (if existing DP staff can handle 
the!ie functions). 

• Pot1ential saving In equipment and manpower 
required for off·line (non·real·time) operations 
such as generating management reports, tape log
ging, and record keeping. 

Disadvantages 

• Department does not have the system under its 
own control and can influence performance only 
indirectly. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

The· central facility may not be set up to provide 
support 24 hours a day, 365 days a year at the 
required level of priority. 

Coordination of CAD hardware and software main
tenance is more cumbersome. 

Central facility may not be in compliance with 
state and federal data security regulations for law 
enforcement data records. 

Th,e potential cost saving may not be realized 
be(lause the CAD system vendor does not have full 
access to the central facility during the develop
ment, Integration, and test phases of the new 
system. 

TIle potential cost saving may prove to be rela
tively small because of the declining costs ofmin!
computers suitable for CAD systems. 
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6.4.2 Minicomputer vs. Large Main Frame Computer 

The question of using a large main frame computer for 
the CAD system may arise in police departments that are plan. 
ning to implement several automated fUnctions in addition to 
a CAD system (e.g., automatic vehicle location, digital commu
nications). Only a complete analysis of requirements for all the 
proposed automated functions in relation to the capabilities 
of alternative hardware configurations could provide a good 
basis for making this decision. 

It should be noted, however, that the plesent technical 
trend is toward distributed computing networks using mUltiple 
minicomputers. This trend results from recent improvements 
in the overall system reliability and performance of minicom
puter systems, combined with generally lower costs for a given 
capability. 

6.4.3 Single Processor or Redundant Processor 

The systems described in previous chapters have gener· 
ally been shown with two CAD processors, one of them redun
dant.. TIle question may arise as to whether there Is a firm 
requirement for this 100 percent backup capability, particu· 
larly since the availability factor for typical commercial mini· 
processors is in the neighborhood of 0.9986 (about 2 minutes 
a day or 12 hours a year of down time). Nevertheless, this fig. 
ure includes an average repair time of 8 hours, which may be 
more than a department wishes to tolerate. Duplicating the 
processor brings the figures to 0.99999, which means less than 
one second per day or 5 minutes a year of down time. 

TIlese figures are for the processor alone. For a two
processor system plus the power source and the terminals 
(assuming some of the terminals can be used to back up the 
others), the figure is more like 17 seconds a day or just over 
1.7 hours a year. 

Another consideration is that the redundant processor 
can be used for off·line functions, such as generating manage
ment reports or training operators, without interrupting the 
regular operation of the system. The redundant processor can 
also be placed on-line for load sharing of transactions; this 
mode of operation would require an additional software pro
gram at the operating system level to cool'dinate each proc· 
essor's ac~ivity. 

6.4.4 Single vs. Dual (or Morel CRTs on Dispatcher Con~oles 

The advantages of mUltiple CRTs on dispatcher consoles 
were discussed in earlier sections; in general, having more infor· 
mation on permanent display reduces the stress level of the 
dispatcher and simplitles his tasks. Another point to be con· 



sidered is that if the patrol units have the capab11lty of directly 
updating the patrol unit status display by digital collununica· 
tions links, the patrol unit status display should be penna· 
nently on the screen; otherwise the dispatcher would not be 
aware of status changes without additional provision for flash· 
ing the display. Even with this provision, the stress level would 
probably be higher than If the patrol unit status display were 
continuously present on a screen. 

6.4.6 "Smart" Terminals vs. Standard Terminals 

For our purposes, a "smart" terminal Is one that has the 
following capabilities located in the console: 

• At least two full dlsplny pages on its local memory. 

o Capability for entering and editing display informa· 
tion on the locally stored pages. 

A standard terminal has none of these capabilities except 
that it has the refresh memory for the display on its screen or 
screens. All display changes are executed by the central proc· 
essor and transmitted to the terminal. 

The advantages of the smart terminal are: 

• Makes changes in d5splay or keyboard software 
easier to implement. 

• Reduces the work load and I/O requirements on 
the central processor. . 

• Permits a degraded mode of operation if the proc· 
essor fails; the dispatcher is still able to maintain 
his patrol unit status display and his incident sum· 
mary data for local update and terminal-to·terminal 
message exchange through appropriate patching at 
the multiplexer assembly. 

The cost of smart terminals has decreased steadily as a 
result of the introduction of microprocessors; their use should 
be given serious consideration by the planner. 

6.4.6 Response Time Trade-Offs 

Some of the design decisions to be made for a CAD sys· 
tem involve an increase in response time with a corresponding 
reduction in equipment size, complexity of software, land costs. 
A few such trade·offs are briefly discussed below. 

Data Transfer Rates. The time required to generate or 
update a display is affected by the data transfer rates from 
the processor to the display. A standard serial data interface 
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can transfer a full display of 1920 S-bit characters in 1.6 sec
onds (9600 bits per second). A more expensive byte parallel 
buffered direct memory can generate a full display in 3.S 
milliseconds. 

Core vs. Disc Memory. It is possible to reduce the core 
storage requirements by haVIng more data stored on disc, with 
a consequent increase in system response time because the data 
must be transferred from there instead of from the direct
access core. 

Firmware vs. Software. Firmware is the term for 
frequent1y.us~~ routines that are programmed in a read.only 
memory anu executed much faster than if programmed in the 
normal mam~er under processor control. Exanlptes of routines 
that are amenable to firmware are communications I/O han· 
dlers that always perform exactly the same function. 

Programming Language. Higher·level languages such as 
FORTRAN, Basic and COBOL are advantageous from the cost 
and convenience standptlints during development and for soft
ware malntenancei however, program execution times (and 
therefore .system response times) are improved by programming 
in assembly languvJge. Object code execution time tYpically 
increases by a factor of 1.5 for a routine coded in a higher
level language rather than in assembly language. Run·time 
execution's of higher level coded programs have even greater 
execution time penalties. 

Dnwl vs. Disc SfClrage. Response time can be improved 
by the use of drum storage devices rather than disc storage, 
but tht: large increase in cost is not likely to be worthwhile for 
a CAD system. 

6.4.7 Future Additions to the Command and Control 
System 

Future additions to the command and control system 
that the planner may be considering, and that have a direct 
effect on the design of the CAD system, are briefly discussed 
below. 

911 ANI/ALl. The nationwide emergency number 911, 
as it Is gradually implemented, can include a feature that 
may improve incident processing time significantly. This Is 
Automatic Number Identification (ANI) and Automatic Looa· 
tion Identification (ALI). Where this Interface is available from 
the telephone company, it provides automatic identification 
and dlsplny of the calling telephone and its location. This 
information is displnyed on the CBO console and automati· 
cally becomes part of the incident data trnnsferred to the dis
patcher. This feature is especially attractive for dispatching, 
since it has been determined that about SO to 90 percent of 



incidents reported arc at the same location as the telephone 
used to report them or within a few houses of the telephone. 
This not only saves the time of entering the data, but simplifies 
the address and jurisdiction verification by the system. 

Automatic Patrol Unit Status Update. Where patrol 
units arc equipped with mobile digital terminals with two-way 
digital transmission, it is possible to have the patrol units trans
mit digital status messages directly to the processor (through 
appropriate logic and switching circuits), which updates the 
status displays. This reduces the load on the dispatcher, who 
no longer has to listen to voice status messages and enter the 
status change on the console keyboard. It also reduces the 
voice channel loading. If the system is to be implemented at 
the same time as the CAD system, or if the fleet is already 
equipped with two-way mobile digital terminals, this reduction 
in workload can be included in the system sizing calculations. 

Direct Data Base Queries. This is another capability that 
can be provided if the patrol units are equipped with two-way 
mobile digital terminals. Through appropriate switching cir
cuits in the command and control center, patrol units can 
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transmit queries directly to the remote data base and receive 
the replies directly on their mobile terminals. This results In a 
significant reduction in dispatcher work load if the dispatcher 
Is handling these queries, and system sizing calculations should 
reflect the reduction. Where this capability is provided, how
ever, proviSion is also made for nutomatic logging and printout 
of nny "hit" responses; such provisions must be included In the 
system design. 

Automatic Vehicle I.ocatioll. There are several different 
techniques for automatically determining the position of all 
vehicles in the fleet und transmitting this information to the 
command and control center. Where such a system is imple
mented, It reduces the work load on the dispatcher by elimin
ating the tusk of updating the patrol unit status file. It also 
helps him locate more quickly and efficiently the nearest unit 
to un incident. 

Most techniques for automatic vehicle location require 
extensive calculations, which shoulci be handled in a separate 
processor. The planner should not expect to have the CAD 
processor handle this additlonnlload. 



7. PLANNING GUIDELINES: PREPARING THE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 

The pl!lnner considering implementation ofa CAD system 
for his department will need to prepare an implementation 
plan. This plan is a systematic way of identifying all the things 
that must be done to make the new system operational, and of 
evaluating the costs and other effects of each step in the imple. 
mentation. It may even be desirable to prepare two or more 
.alternative implementation plans as a basis for making a 
thorough comparh;on of two or more different systems or 
configurations of a given system. 

The major element& of' the implementation plan are an 
overall schedule and II funding plan. The schedule should have 
at least the following major activities on it (with sub·elements 
where appropriate): 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

Precontract phase. 
Procu.rement of the system. 

Facility preparation. 

InstaUation and checkout of equipment. 
• 

System demonstration and acceptance. 

Personc,\el training. 

Maintenance. 

Other items that may be required in some cases are: 

(8) Agreements with other 10cal agencies that may 
be affect\~d. 

(9) Connections with remote data bases (local, state, 
federal). 

(10) Time·phased implementation (some optional fea· 
tures or additional capacity to be added at a later 
date). 

(11) Implementation of a CAD as part of a complete 
automation program for the department or agency. 

The funding plan should show complete cost estimates 
for all items IJf expense plus a breakdown of anticipated expen· 
ditures by fiscal yeAr from the start of funding to completion 
of system implementation. It should also cover expected main· 
tenance costs. The clements to be identified in the funding 
plan are in general: 

(1) The department (or other local agency) program 
management office. 

(2) Consulting or systems engineering support, if such 
support is planned. 
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(3) Procurtlment of equipment and software. 

(4) Facilities acquisition and preparatiM. 

~S) LogiStiC3 (training, mailltenancc). 

A sample implementation p~an is given below to illustrate 
the above points. It covers implementation of the CAD system 
des~ribed and sized in Chapter 6. The planner will probably 
wish to add more detail to the basic plan given here as an 
example. 

A CAD system is most often procured as a turnkey 
system provided by a single vendor for a stated price. Never
theles~, the procuring agency will want to specify the COl1\' 

ponents of the system. 

A private firm may be contracted to perform an 
analysis of requirements, generate system preliminary deSigns, 
und prepare specifications. 

Table 17 is an equipment list for the exumple. Note that 
monthly maintenance costs are included in the cost estimates. 
The maintenance cost provides for full·servlce coverage 
24 hours each day and includes replacement parts, scheduled 
preventive maintenance, and factory updates on the equipment 
Item concerned. 

Figure 16 islt top-level schedule for implementing a CAD 
system, listing the major activities with thelr start and end 
dates. 

Summary costs for the complete system implementation 
are given in Table 18. The clements in the table arc defined 
as follows: 

Program Mallagemellt Office. This item covers the cost 
of seaing up and maintaining, within the procurIng ag<'ncy, 
a program management office of six persons. This staff is 
responsible for preparing the request for bids, evaluating the 
bids received, maintaining the interface with the selected 
vendor, and coordinating the CAD system Implementation 
with the day.lo·day police operations and with any local 
goverument personnel involved in the implementation. 

Trav~/. This sum is provided to cover the travel 
required for consultation with departments in cities that have 
already implemented CAD systems, and any required travel to 
the vendor's plant. 



Tabla 17. Equipment List 

Itom Qty Unit Cost, SK Total Cost, SK Unit Monthly Mainton8nce Cost, $ 

1. CAD minicomputer with 16K words of 
core and standard options (power fail, 
real time clock. etc.) 2 20.0 40.0 340 

'"' Hi!'. word momory add·on modules; t'·. 
:';! "a:::!1/~Ji'Jl:~cror 6 6.5 39.0 195 

!1, UI"IlCt momorv aCCB~~ unit 2 4.0 B.O BO 

t t1u(i)! CPU interface unit 1 3.0 3.0 25 

6. Memory protect unit 2 1.0 2.0 10 

6. Interrupt expansion chassis 2 1.5 3.0 15 

7. Communication multiplexer 2 4.0 B.O 120 

B. Ti Y with paper tape read/punch 1 6.0 6.0 6B 

~I nuol accass 25 megabyta disc 
controller + 2 25 Mbyte serVos 1 41.0 41.0 275 

10. Card punch (100 CPM) 1 30.0 30.0 162 

11. Cald readar (300 CPM) 1 4.0 4.0 24 

1Z. Una printer (600 LPM) 1 1B.0 1B.0 125 

13. ~~llltJnotlc tllP~ (75 IPS, BOO/16oo BPI, 
1i trlo1Ckl 2 17.5 35.0 210 

14. Time code 9E<IlGrlIt·or 1 3.5 3.5 25 

Hi. Console printers 4 1.5 6.0 40 , 

I 
Ht CRT/KB ttlrtl'llnal (single CRT) 1B 4.5 B1.0 540 

17. CRT lTIonitor (for dual CRT consoles) 9 2.5 22.5 135 

I 18. CansQles/rl!(.lio switching 9 13.3 119.7 1,200 

I ' '9. Intorfcce slgmll conditioner/buffer 

I 
multiplexor {32 channels) 1 64.0 64.00 320 

20. MIfK. .. tlaneous cabling and cabinets 1 10.0 10.0 

I 
21. .Jnirotorruptllble paM" $ystems 

·,H,i'.S, ~O KW) 1 30.0 30.0 1,200 

22. Modem :;!./fl{ 81'S 2 1.5 3.0 5 

L":7':"_, ~che vl!lVtil!rs 10 2.5 25.0 470 
,-- " 

j !:iquipment Tote!s I 601.7 5,584 
L-, __ ' ... 6' ••. __ .} .... _, •• 
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Fig. 16. OV!lrali schedule of activities 

Facilities. I: is assumed that the command and control 
center using the new CAD system will be housed in new or 
remodeled quarters. The cost estimate includes air condition· 
ing, smoke a)ld fi:e detection system, raised floors to allow 
cabling between c('\1soles, computers, and other equipment, 
and the required power supply and grounding system. The 
changeover from th~, old to the .new system is simplified by 
having the neW system in a senarate facility where it can be 
thoroughly checkctl out and the personnel trainbQ before the 
transition is made. 

System Contractor/System Procurement. This item 
covers all the costs of procurillg the completely installed and 
checked out system from the vendor, 

Items Not ShQwll. Som..: costs that must be allowed for 
but for which 110 costs are estimated because of the wide 
variation in possible cost~ are: 

II Telephone equipment and leased lines required for 
the new facility ov'~.r and above those currently 
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.. 

used {duplicate costs will be incurred during the 
perind when both old and new facilities are 
(;per;;;ling). 

Relocation or replacement of office equipment. 

Supplies (tape reels, printer paper and ribbons, 
spa\'e disG packs, etc.). 

Agency personnel costs in developing data files, 
training scenarios, etc. 

Naturally the equipment and other costs shown here 
may vary si'-1ce prices can change quickly and the pric\ls shown 
are catalog prices that may be subject to discounts. The 
planner will have to develop his own estimates, and for this 
purpOGe wilt find it indispensible to talk with departments in 
(.;:ties that have irnp11:!mented CAD systems of their own. It will 
be most lIsetul to contact cities of comparable size and having 
systems simil~f to the one (or ones) he is considering. 



Table 18. System Implementation Cost Estimate 

Item Cost 

1. Program management office 

(a) Senior Police Officer 30 months X $2,000 $ 60,000 

(b) Police Officer 30 months X 1,400 42,000 

(c) Administrative Analyst 1/2 time 30 months X 1,600 24,000 

(d) Communications Engineer 30 months X 1,800 54,000 

(e) Data Processing Engineer 30 months X 1,800 54,000 

(f) Clerk Typist 30 months X 750 22,500 

Total salaries $ 250,500 

l:'Tlployee benefits (30% of salary) 77,000 ---
Total personnel services $ 333,500 

Office equipment and supplies 10,000 

Total progrem management $ 343,500 

2. Travel $ 6,000 . 
3. Facility (upgrade) $ 100,000 

4, System contractor/system procuremant 

(a) Hardware development and test 105,000 
(30 MM * @ $3500/MM) 

(b) Software development and test 245,000 
(70 MM @ $3500/MM) 

(c) Equipment cost (Table 17 + 9·month maintenance) 652,000 

(d) Equipment procurement and transportation 62,000 

(0) Engineering services (24 MM @ $3500/MM) 84,000 

Training 6MM 
Acceptance test 2MM 
Phase over + monitor 5MM 
Documentation 7 MM (equivalent) 
Miscellaneous 4MM 

(f) Travel and subsistence 30,000 

(g) Program management (20% direct laboi' cost) 87,000 

$1,265,000 

(h) Contractor fixed fee (10%) 127,000 

Total System .:.:"" ... ~tor Cost $1,392,000 

Total Estimated Cost $1,841,500 

5, Equipment maintenance (per year) $ 67,000 
~ 

*MM = man·month . 
. -
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8. PLANNING GUIDELINES: COST BENEFITS ANALYSIS 

The decision by an agency to purchase a computer-aided 
dispatch system will be strongly influenced by an overall evalu
ation of costs vs. benefits, particularly firm or "hard" benefits 
that are visible to agency managers in the form of reduced 
costs. We can list a number of benefits that can be expected 
to follow from the implementation of a CAD system, based 
on the general goals of computer-aided dispatching, which are: 

41 Increase the efficiency of command center opera
tions by providing: a real-time capability for enter
ing and updating incident information, dynamic 
displays of field units available for dispatch, real
time displays of service call backlog, and a faster 
means of getting supporting information to the 
field officers. 

• Increase the efficiency and safety of the patrol 
officer by getting him more information in a 
timely manner and minimizing his paperwork, as 
well as the paperwork of the entire operational 
staff. 

• Provide near real-time management information on 
the patterns of crime and other incidents, on the 
utilization of field forces, and on the general oper
ational effectiveness of resource utilization. 

Specific benems that can be identified from the general goals 
include: 

(1) Improved officer safety. 

(2) Reduced crime rate. 

(3) Shorter response time to citizen calls. 

(4) Reduced paperwork load on field officers. 

(5) Reduced paperwork load on command and con
trol center personnel. 

(6) Faster and more complete information on crime 
patterns. 

(7) Faster and more complete information on patrol 
force activities. 

(8) Improved utilization of field forces. 

(9) Improved utilization of command and control 
center personnel. 

(10) Improved interface with the community, and with 
other agencies. 

Not all of these factors, and certainly not the most 
important of them, can be expressed in dollar terms. Our 
approach will be to compute dollar values where possible, and 
to indicate qualitative benefits that are ciaimed or have been 
demonstrated for CAD. 

Of the benefits listed, items 3, 4; and 5 Ct!11 be quantified, 
and give some indication of the improved utilization of field 
and command and control center personnel, items 8 and 9. 
Improvements in these items will have a positive effect on the 

. other factors mentioned, but the effects are difficult to quai\., 
tify or convert to dolIar values. The impact of changes in patrol 
operations on factors such as crime rate and community rela
tions is difficult to measure even in carefully controlled 
experiments, and too little data exists to form a good basis for 
developing trade-offs of personnel utilization vs. reduced crime 
rate, etc. 
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Two agencies have evaluated their CAD systems and 
developed estimates of cost savings; these agencies are the 
Huntington Beach Police Department (HBPD), and a consorti
um of t1wae departments, including Oak Park, River Forest and 
Forest Park, Illinois, that operates a cooperative dispatch sys
tem (Appendix C). Summarie~ of their evaluations are presented 
in Tables 19 and 20. Both summaries apply to CAD systems 
serving populations of 150,000 (the three-department coopera
tive CAD system serves an actual population of 92,000, but 
the results have been adjusted for purposes of comparison). 
The estimated savings for the three-department system are 
considerably higher than those for HBPD, $168,840 per year 
vs. $22,920 per year. The difference lies primarily in the estl~ 
mated savings for preparation of unit activity reports: it is 
assumed that activity'reports for field units are generated ert
tirely by the computer for the three-department system at a 
saving of 15 minutes per report (43,800 reports per year), vs. 
a saving of2.9 minutes per incident for the HBPD (47,000 inci
dent reports per year). The higller estimate may not be realiz
able in actual practice because field officers must dictate soitle 
notes to a transcriber in lieu of written reports. The two esti
mates should represent minimum and maximum cost savings 
for this ,function. Both agencies enumerate other areas for 
potential cost sayings, primarily in the prepatation of manage
ment reports (UCRs, incident patterns by beat, time of day, 
etc.). Much or all of the data base for these reports is captured 
by the computer and it is relatively straightforward to 
implement a report generation capability. 



Tablo 19. Cost Benefits Analysis for Huntington BUBCh Polico Department CAD System" 

System: Single agency CAD system serving II population of 160,000 

Man-Hour Reduction: 

1. Dispatch operations 

Transfer complaint 

Review and sort calls 

Rccord response time 

Enter file number 

Record status by time 

2. Officer report preparation 

47,000 reports X 0.048 hours per report 

Cost Savings: 

1. Dls.ch oparations 

769 hours X $6.30 per hour 

2, Officer report preparation 

2176 hours X $8.31 per hour 

• Anon., Computerized Command and Control, Huntington Beach Police Department, 
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77 

61 

230 

51 

360 

769 hours per year 

2,176 hours per year 

$ 4,840 

$18,080 

$22,920 per year 



System: 

Cast: 

Savings: 

Table 20. Cast Bonefits Analysis for 0 Multiagency CAD System· 

Multlagency CAD system serving a combined population of 150,000 

$200,000 

1. Terminals and telephone lines. A saving is realized by canceling the lease on the terminal device connected 
to the state criminal Justice information system; connection Is made through the AI 0 System. There is 
also a saving on the leased telephone lines. The lease of the terminal devica and telephone IInos Is 
estimated at $250 per month per city. The cost of the AIDS telephone line is estimated at $150 per 
month. The estimated saving is: 

(3 x $250) • $150 = $600 per month 

2. Index cards. Many of the data items (name, date, time, location, type of Incident, incident number, 
stolen property, etc.) which are Indexed from incident reports for entry into a record systom are 
captured by Al OS during thl> normal dispatch operation. Items not captured during the dispatch oper
ation are added through terminals. Procedures are provided to permit semiautomatic printing of 
name, Incident, location, and propertY index cards. The estimated saving is: 

(100 Incidents per day) X (0.1 hour of clerical time saved per Incident) X ($4 per hour) 
= $40 per day or $1,200 per month. 

3. Ullit activity report. The AI D System prints out unit activity reports for each patrol unit per a·hour shift. 
This report eliminates the need for officers to submit a handwritten report that a clerk must type and 
file. Assuming 30% of 360 sworn personnel are required to fill out reports, the cost saving Is estlmllted 
at: 

360 officers X 30% X (0.25 hour per report) X \$7 per hour) ,. $189 per day or $5,670 per month. 

The clerical saving is estimated at: 

30% X 360 officers X (0.25 hour per report) X ($4 per hour) .. $180 per day or $3,240 per month. 

4. Daily log. The AID System prints a daily log for all activities. The ostima.ed saving is computed as: 

(3 agencies) X (2 hours per agency per day) X ($4 per hour) '" $24 per day or $720 per month. 

5. Ticket listillgs. The AI 0 System generates a listing of all dispatch tlcke1$ as often as required. Estimated 
saving = (3 agencies) X (2 hours per agency per day) X ($4 per hour) = $120 per momh. 

6. Management report. The AID System prints out management reports on department activity on a dally, 
weekly, and monthly basis. Estimated saving = 3 agencies X (160 hours per agency per month) X ($4 per 
hour) = $1,920 per month. 

Total savings for this hypothetical installation are: 

Terminals and telephone lines 
Index cards 
Unit activity reports 
Daily log 
Ticket listing 
Management reports 

$ 600 
1,200 
8,910 

720 
720 

1,920 

$ 1'4,070 per month 

$168,840 per year 

"Based on the Actomated Interactive Dispatch System (AIDS) for Oak Park. River Forest, ahcl Forest Pert, Illinois. 
Reference: A.B. Carroll, et al., Computer·Aided Dispatchillg for Law Ellforcement Agenct'es, 'Community T!!!lhnology Inc., 
Champaign, Illinois. 
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We Can estimate the cost savings for our example CAD 
system designed to serve a population of one million by scal
ing the values given in Tables 19 and 20. The potential savings 
nre in three main areas: 

(1) Dispatch operations. 

(2) Preparation of field activity reports. 

(3) Preparation of management reports. 

The first item accounts for the amount of time saved in 
processing calls for service and dispatching field units. The 
estimutes for HBPD are used, scaled on the basis of population: 

5,122 hours X $5.74 per hour = $29,400 per year* 

In addition; a small amount of time is saved for address verifica. 
tion and beat number look·up. An estimate of 8 seconds per call 
has been made for this function based on ~tu,lies of the Los 
Angeles PD operations. For one year of operation: 

811 hours X $5.74 per hour = $4,650 

The HBPD value of 2,9 minutes per incident reduction in 
field officer time for incident report gerteration is used for 
item 2: 

14,120 hours X $9.75 per hour = $137,700 

This savings is ,educed, however, because of the addedcost for 
transctibers who receive the telephone reports from the field 
officers: 

*Labor rates used are based on HBPD. 

L-____ ~ ____ ~__ _ 

8,077 hours X $5.74 per hour = $46,400 

Jeaving a net saving of $91,300 per year. 

Management reporting at HBPD requires approximately 
40 hours per week. It is estimated that one·half this time cart 
be saved by a computer report generator. For our city of one 
million population the comparable saving is: 

6,930 hours X $5.74 per hour = $39,800 per year 

This gives total savings for all three items of: 

Savings per year 
(1) Dispatch Operations $34,050 
(2) Field .activity reports 91,300 
(3) Management reports 39,800 

TOTAL $165,150 

Over a 5.year period, these savi.ngs amount to: 

$165,150 X5 = $825,750 

This saving compares to our implementation cost estin1ate of 
1.84 million dollars. If the higher value of cost savings for 
item 2 were used, based on the three·department cooperative 
CAD system, the total 5.year savings would increase from 
$825,750 to over 3.9 million dollars. 

.1 



APPENDIX A 

PARTIAL LIST OF COMPUTER"AIDED 
DISPATCH SYSTEM DESIGN AND E!QUIPMENT 

MANUFACTURING COMPAINIES 

Kustom Data Communications, Inc. 
10to W. Chestnut 
Chanute, Kansas 66720 

Motorola, Inc. 
1301 E. Algonquin Road 
Schaumburg, Illinois 60172 

General Electric Co. 
Lynchburg, Virginia 24502 

PRC Public Management Services, Inc. 
7798 Old Springhouse Road 
McLean, Virginia 22101 

Boeing Computer Services, Inc. 
P.O. Box 708 
Dover, New Jersey 07801 
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Sy~tem Dcve!vpment Corp. 
2500 Colorado Avenue 
Santa Monica, California 90406 

Public Systems, Inc. 
1137 Kern Avenue 
Sunnyvale, California 94086 

E·Systems, Inc. 
Garlnud Dlvi~MlI 
Box 6118 
Dallas, Texas 75222 

Junrise Electronics 
P.O. L'o~ 163 
Farrnillgdal(" New York 11735 



APPENDIX B 

HUNTINGTON BEACH POLICE DEf.'ARTMENT COMPUTER-AIDED DISPATCH Sy'STEM* 

1. Introduction 

TIle HBPD services a rapidly growing city in the Orange 
County metropolitan area of Southern California. Its popula
tion in 1973 was 150,000, approximately 10 times greater 
than its 1960 population. Huntington Beach has a large daily 
i'lflux of people during the summer months, so that the popu
Jation actually served by the Police Department may be dou
ble the number of residents. The city covers 27 square miles 
and has relatively few topographical features that impede 
communications with its mobile fleet of 22 units (average 
deployment). 

The HBPD received 57,000 calls for service in 1973. Two 
dispatchers and one complaint board operator are normally on 
duty to handle these calls and control the mobile units. 

2. Computer-Aided Dispatch and Mobile Digital 
Terminal System 

Huntington Beach recently installed and placed in opera
tion an advanced computer-aided dispatch (CAD) and mobile 
digital terminal system. This system bas proved highly satisfac
tory in operation, and is described in some detail to acquaint 
the planner with its characteristics and capabilities. A scenario 
depicting the sequence of events and dispatch and status dis
plays during an incident (in this case, an armed robbery) is pre
sented to better illustrate the operational procedures of a CAD 
system. A layout of the facility is shown in Figure B-1; Fig· 
ures B·2 • B 4 present details of the operator stations and 
microfiche unit. 

The computer aided dispatch system consists of a computer 
and keyboard/CRT terminals which enter, store, and display 
information relating to the inCident, the status of the mobile 
units, and actions taken by the dispatcher to service calls. Hard 
copy printers provide permanent records of all transactions. 

TIle mobile units are equipped with Motorola MODAT dig· 
ital terminals through which the officer can indicate his status: 
Available, Enroute, At Scene, Investigating, Returning to Sta· 
tion. Mobile teleprinters in the mobile units receive dispatches 
Ilnd other information normally relayed by voice. Patrolmen 
make all other transactions by voice. The MODAT unit is 
shown in ,Figure B·S • 

When a citizen phones in a complaint, it is taken by a com· 
plaint operator, who types in data at a CRT/keyboard. nle 
data enter the main computer, whic:h creates an incident record 
for that incident. TIle address and intersection are sent via 
phone lines from the ~olice computer to a centrul computer 
located at the city's Data Processing J:\!partmelltj the latter 
computer contains a geographic file, including beat number 
for the location. These data are sent back to the police 
department for display on the dispatcher CRT screen. 
The status of units assigned to the Identified beat 
is displayed on IlIlother screen. The dispatcher assigns 
a unit, types the data into a computer, and notifies the 
unit by voice-radio. The computer simultaneously sends 
a digital message to the unit's teleprinter, giving dispatch 
data about the new incident and historical data obtained 
from the geographic file. 

Each unit has a status terminal Which permit~ the patrolman 
to send a change in statlls, via digital radio, to the police 
department computet. The computer maintains an up·ta-date 
table of the status of each unit. 

The HBPD has incorporated silent alarms into the CAD in a 
unique manner. If a silent alarm sends It signal to the police 
department, the computer sends a canned message of data and 
advice to the units aSSigned by the dispatcher. TIle Huntington 
Beach Police Department has linked its sUent alarm system to 
the CAD and to a microfiche file. Alarms show up immediately 
on dispatcher consoles. In addition, the mi,;rofiche file con
tains location, interior and exterior layouts, aerial photos, loca
tions of protection deVices, and hi~lway bl(Jckade positions 
of each alarmed site. A dispatcher can study the fiche display 
and guide a patrolman via portable radio to a particular loca· 
tion (see Figure B4). 

Requests for data base queries are given by voice·radio to 
the dispatcher by the mobile unit. The dispatcher enters the 
request (e.g., vehicle license l"tilmber) by keyboard, and the 
police d'epartmenClj COI'l1t1~i$)r sellas the re'luest to the remote 
data bases. Responses fro~t. dlf~ !tL:lta oases lue displayed to the 
dispatcher, who relays ti~:'; ~hh Ig the mobile unit by 
voice-radio. 

Operational data are captured by Huntington Beach for 
maH<tgO.l'nent reporting purposes. Currently, the daily logs of 

• We wish to ~;tend our appreciation to the perso.n!'l~l qf the Hunti:>~tO'.: ~ilch 1'.,::.Uce :Department lor their assistance and cooperation in prepuring. 

this Appendix on comtlUlar-ai~~d dISpatch. 
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incidents are typed out automatically by the computer; how· 
ever, detailed management reporting will not be placed in 
operation for about a year. 

3. Radio System 

TIle HBPD recently installed a UHF radio system consistent 
with the county.wlde pollce radio plan (Orange County). TIle 
county allocates the frequencies for alt police depatlments in 
accordance with a master frequency alIocation plan. TIle police 
channels are in the 455 ·460 MHz range. 

The channel assignments for the HBPD are shown ill 
Table B·). TIle Orange County communications net provides 
intra·county links and access to the California Law Enforce· 
ment Telecommunications System (CLETS). Through CLETS, 
data base queries can be directed to person wants and war· 
rants, stolen vehicles and Department of Motor Vehicles files 
at Sacram~nto, and to NCIC and NLETS. The Orange County 
Criminal Justice Information System also can be accessed on 
this frequency. 

One base station transmitter site is connected by land line 
to the command center. No satellite receivers or microwave 
links are employed. Five portable radios are used per shift. 

4. Example of a Computer·Aided Dispatch 

An example of a computer·aided dispatch was conducted 
by the HBPD to demonstrate the operational procedures they 
have developed to utilize thi" new capability, and to illustrate 
the sequence of CRT displays and formats used by the com· 
plaint board operator and dispatcher in handling the incident. 
The CRT displays are perh,aps the most important feature ofa 
computer·aided dispatcli system because the operators enter 
and receive all necessary information from these displays; 
cards, status boards, conveyor belts, and other traditional dis· 
patching aids ate eliminated. All activIty now focuses on the 
CRT displays. 

All inputs to the CRTs must be entered via keyboards. 
Some information is entered by the operators as the incident is 
being handled; other information has been loaded into the 
data files prior to the incident and is recalled by the operators, 
or automatically by the computer if it relates to the current 
incident. In a sense, this procedure is a "new way to run the 
railroad," and requires some reorientation on the part of 
operations personnel. 

The process of entering all data into the computer system 
via keyboards gives the CAD system a major advantage in that 
data relating to a\l incidents and field force operations (activi· 
ties, times, allocations of forces, incident rates, and locational 
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patterns) can be processed automatically by the computer and 
printed in convenient reports for use by operations and man· 
agement personnel. Ultimately, CAD should contribute to 
more efficient use of manpower and mobile forces, enhanced 
officer safety, reduced workload (Ill operations personnel, and 
better management reporting because of reduced clerical work
load and time involved in statistical report preparation. 
TIle degree of the advantages offered by CAD s~stems has 
not been established because of the newness of the innovation) 
but the potential is evident. 

111e HBPD has Identified a number of advantages offered by 
CAD, primarily relating to Ule reduced workload for entering 
and capturing data cOllcerned with operations. These time 
reductions include: 

(1) Recording incident response times 

(2) Entering me numbers 

(3) Typing radio logs 

(4) Updating unit status 

(5) Recording unit status 

(6) EI:,lering complaint information 

(1) Transferring complaint data to dispatcher 

(8) 

(9) 

Sorting incidents by area and priority 

Patrol unit status change (by patrolmen) 

(10) Writing dispatch information (by patrolmen) 

Tobie B·1. HBPD Channal Assignments 

Channel Base Frequency, 
Name Number Use MHz 

Green 'I Local voice channel (dispatch. Duplax, 460.1 
Ingplus digital status) 

Orange 2 Tactical frequency linking Duplex, 460.4 
other departments in that 460.2 
port of Orange County 

Blue 1 County: data file (provides Duplex, 460.5 
link to stato data files 
through CLETS) 

White 1 Local car-to-car without Simplex, 465.3 
rapeater 

Red 1 County: broadco5~ ,.Ouplex, 460.025 

1 Digital Ito teleprinter) Simplox,512.65 



For these functions, CAD is estimated to require SSO man 
hours per year versus nearly 4000 man hours per year for the 
old manual system. 

Before studying the sample Incident shown in Figure n-7, 
the reader should review the CRT format definitions given in 
Figure B·6. Format (a) is available to the complaint board 
operator; formats (b) and (c) are displayed to the dispatcher. 
Each has a keyboard to enter data mto the system with the 
aid of preset formats that arc called up on the screen to mini· 
mize operator typing workload. 

The sample computer.aided dispatch described in Fig
ure D-7 simulates an armed robbery. The scenario focuses 
on the procedures lIsed by the operations personnel in 
dispatching and controUing mobile units assigned to the 
incident. 

In the command center, the cumplaillt operator has one 
keyboard and display for entering the citizen's call for service. 
111e dispatcher has a keyboard and two displays and operates 
a radio console. One display shows the status of the patrol 
fleet, the other has variable [ormats for incident summaries, 
and incident disposition and other special reports. 

In Figure B·7, column 1 describes the events in the robbery 
and column 2 the complaint writer's activities. Column 3 
shows the changes in the incident display screen as the event 
takes place. Column 4 describes the dispatcher's activities, and 
columns Sand 6 show the dispatcher's status and Incident 
screens. 111e manner in which information is entered and 
retrieved from the display screens by the operations personnel 
is clearly demonstrated by this scenario. 
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1
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eM] 
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BA~E 
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I 
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Fig. B·l. Huntington BOBCh Police radio systom 
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fig. 8·4. Mlcroficho data file 

Fig. B-2. ihe HBPD command lind control cQnsole 

COMPLAINT CLERK DISPATCHER DISPATCHER COMPLAINT CLERK 

LETTER B ~t~~s B B I I I B B ~,gk8 ~§T~ER D TRAY TRAV 
IN_SJANT INSTANT 1~~~VhoL IN_SJANT ~ RECALL RECALL MICRO- RECALL RECAL 

FICHE 

I .... ·JI ••••• I r::IT: .. I ••••• 'j \ ] •••• ·11 ••••• I 1"'·",\1 ••••• ] 
J CALL CALL II ORANGE I CAll I CALL 

PEDESTAL DIRECTOR DiRECTOR COUNTY DIRECTOR PEDESTAL DIRECTOR 

0 0 I STATUS I 0 0 
llNCIDENTI 

HARD COpy PRINTERS 

Fig. 0,.3. Console lavout 
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EMERGENCY 
BUlION 

FAEQUENCY 
SELECTlQN 
BUTTONS 

PRINTER 

DISPATCHER CALL CAR 

VEHICLE STOP 

PE RSON CHECK 

Fig. B·S. MODAT mohiils digital tarmir,al installation 
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STATUS: 
AVAILABLE 
ENROUTE 
AT SCENE 
INVESTIGATING 
TO STATION 



.'" 

~. Complaint Entry Display 
Lln<!s 2-S are used for detailed Information fill· 
In by the operntor and become part of the 
permanent computer record, which is nuto
mntic.:allv transmitted to and displayed On the 
dispatcher's htcldcnt CRT. l.Inlls 6-9 and 10·13 
Ilrc dup\lc~tc ",ampl .. !nt entry formats. Lines 
14·24 indicate the complaints, in order 
received, entered into the system. This Informa
tion is dUplicated at the dispatcher's inCident 
CRT. 

b. Status Displny 
rill numbers (corresponding tl.) \'ar typ~s) arc 
di~p)nycd under appropriate headings of AVAIl.
ABLE. ENROUTE. AT SCENE. INVESTI· 
GATiNG. RF;nm.NING TO STATION. OUT. 
This infort:lation i~ ,.mter~d directly from the 
vchit:le via the MOUAT mobile tht"'Ystcm. 
Where applicable, the .-ase numbL't to which a 
vchicle has been assigned is displayed next It) 
the vehicle. The upper right-h~nll .:orn~t dis· 
~~Iays the backlog of unassig,lCd incidlmts pl'r 
liC'at. line 2 shows unit 3A2 requestiug a car 
~.i·Op ChN'k. Lim: 3 indicates that 314 ha~ not 
llccn assiglled to 3 mobile unit in the <:tlmputcr 
m~q. Line 4 indicil.te5 whkh mottle tWIts am 
;\\\llsmittllln cmcrfjcncy mc'<;Jfjcs. tine 5 ',\\\1\1;< 

other C.IfS tfrltlc;mitting mC5sages. lme II I' the 
(lutomatic m number which appcarq wh"nc~cr 
a mobile unit use,<; vOke·radio. 

c. Dispntcher Incident Display 
A computer·assigned incident number al'p~,lf~ 
on Line 2 as well a~ time received, nl';ucst';trcilt 
(if applicable), Apt. No., reporting distrh:t, Fire 
lJox No., and Deat No. Lines 3·5 indic>lte the 
name dnd phone number of the person report
ing the incident, the JUit(s) assigned to the m.:i· 
oem, and the type, code .• priority colic, and 
description of the incident. tines 10-12 Indi
cate assigned but unresolved inCidents, with Ihe 
incident code on Line 9. The bottom portion of 
the screen displays 311 abbreviated version of 
the lop portion of the screen: unassigned inci· 
dents. type code, time received, address, inter
sect street, reporting district. 

--~ -- -~------'-' 

fig. B·6. CRT' displny fomlots 
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r 
Fig. B-7. Armed robbery 
incident handled by 
c"mputer-aided dispatch 

r---~::=~---r----------------~~-----
EVEI\lTS LOG "r'\\\\';(~ 

o At 9:00 a.m., Jamlary 10, 1975, two men enter 
a house at 2003 Main St •• threaten occ;upant 
with a handgun, and take color T\f 

1 At 9: 11 a.m., neighbor calls police complaint 
writer and says robbery in progress. 

BURROUGHS 25010 TRANSACTIONS 

4 Verifies address, provides cross streets, 
, reporting districts, and beat and gives arrest 
warrant, emorgency medical, gun registrant, 
narcotic registrant, and sex registrant Informs
tion at that location eln complaint writer's 
screen. The response usually returns wl~hln 
6 sec, so that the complaint writer can ask the 
informant for additional data if the computer 
reports the address as invalid. 

8 Patrolmen in cars 2C3, 26S3, 2A3 respond to 
call. 

9 Patrolmen send digital "enroute" messages to 
dispatcher. 

COMPLAINT WRITER ~\"~"~~;'f . 
~----------------------------------------~, ---,._,------------

INC!DENT DISPL!\{ 
1----_._--------------" 

ACTIONS 

2 Immediately puts call on microphonl'l to 
di~patchEir. She keys address of incident Inw 
her display, than transmits It to Burroughs 2500 
(~omputer for address verification. She continues 
to key In informant's nama, address, phone 
I,lUmbElr, and cage descriE.tloni transmits case to 
dispatcher _ She auks fnformant to remrJin on 
linll. I nformant provides her with description of 
suspects (Screen Ai. 

5 Calie reappears, showing cross streets. Other 
files negative. Complaint operotor transmits to 
dispatcher (Screen Bl. 
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ACTIONS 

3 Alerts all carll by voice to robbery In progress at 
2003 Main St. 

6 Case appears on dispatcher's incident screen 
(Screen C), 

7 Assigns 2C3, 2683, and 2A3 to this case, 
Priority 2 (Screen D), She transmits assignment 
to teleprinters in all cars (see below). The 
printers retype the case with suspects' ctescrip
tions. The incident screen shows that the 
assignments have been received and acknowl
edged (Screen E). She also acknowledges the 
"enroute" message, at which time the PDP 
11/20 changes the status screen for these 
cars from "available" to "enroute," with the 
case number 030 by each car (Screen F). 

CAR TELEPRINTER MESSAGE SENT 
BY DISPATCHER TO PATROLMAN 

399: CS030 OF:211 -2 01 -10175 
09'11 
2003 MAIN 

APT R0-421 ST·57 BT·Ob D"T'P 

INF S~.HTfl, JM.1ES B. 

?n05 ~1AIN PH 714-531-42:1(, 
UNITS ALL ?A3 2C3 2653 

I~ r.1ANSION £ GOLDlN \~ 
R[PORT~ ARMlD ROBBERY m P~OGRtSS 

~O\\. TWO r:ALES OBSeRVED. 
'10:: C~·03\) OF 2" -2 0' '0 :'5 ~ 
Ill) II 
2003 r.1AIN 

APT IHlo.l,II.,T 51 BT,)/, UPT·P 
'------

DISPATCHER ~~ I .~-. 

1 

, ,'------------------,----------------------~ 
'" INCIDENT DISPLAY STATUS DISPLAY 

'j 

'~., 

, . 
t. 



EVENTS LOG COMPLAINT WRITER 
1~~~\"~ER 
' .. \~~ . ~ .~-;'" "..-l, 

lJ-fj~ ACTIONS INCIDENT DISPLAY -, t 
ACTIONS 

10 At 9: 14 a.m., the Informant tells the complaint 11 Tram;fen; informant's latest Information to 12 Dispatcher enters new inhrm<ltion, Sends 
writer that the robbers are leaving the house dilipatcher by voict'. digital message to all cars: "Two suspects In 
and entering a car. She says she's going over to 1072 blue Chevrolet sedanobserved leaving 
help her neighbors and hangs up. Car 2A3 2003 Main St./ north·bourd." The dispatcher 
arrives at scene; sees two men leave scene in contact; Orange County Communications by , 

blue 1972 Chevrolet sedan, with large box in voice land lI..,e. The OI'lIng! County operator 
rear seat. Patrolman reports to dispatcher that 

, 
alerts the Sheriff and local police forces In 

he jurlGdlctlcM adjacent to Huntington Beach by 

ii, Arrived at scene (digital message) voice radio (red l'requency; (Screen G). 

b. Sees suspects and car leaving scene head 
ing northward (voice message) 

He decides to pursue vehicle and by voice 
requests other cars to assist him. 

13 Units 2C3, 2683 arrilA'l2t SC(Hle to interview 14 DIspatcher acknowledges "at scene" message. 

victim and send "at scene" J!grtlll mes!;age. Status display now shows 2A3, 2C3, and 
2683 "at scene" (Screen HI. 

15 Units 2A3, 26S3 stop suspects' car at intersec-
tion of Beach Blvd. and San Diego Freeway. 
2A3 sends digital message "request vehicle 
stop" to dispatcher and gives vehicle license 
number to dispatcher. 

"-

17 Patrolman in 2A3 finds TV set in car. 
He arrests suspects and returns to 
station to book them. 16 PDP 11/20 brings up "stolen vehicle system" 

format. Sends teletype to CLETS. Return 
shows vehicle not stolen (Screen I). 

18 Patrolman in 26S3 calls dispatcher for a tow 
truck; makes a Stolen Property Report en TV 
set, makes Vehicle I mpound Report; walts for 
tow truck; then returns TV to owner, 

20 Tow truck arrives. Patrolman In 26S3 has 
19 Dispatcher calls tow truck to meet 26S3 at 

driver sign Vehicle I mpound Report; gives him 
Beach Blvd. and San Diego Freeway, 

a copy. 2A3 sends a digital message "to station," 
when he arrives at station. 

212C3, 2683 complete victim intervi!lw and return 
to patrol. Each sends "avallablo" status 

2 2 "To station" and "available" status mes!;ages 
appear on screen (Screen J), 

message, 

" 
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DISPATCHER 

STATUS DISPLAY 
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r----~-------------._r_.------------------------------------~----~------

EVENTS LOG 

23 2A3 dhm,t .. ( ,~>'ti'f/,l1 q, ,l;in in station houso to 
transcribing- SIII"lI :Of!, :',1' transcriber enters 
report from her k&','lla-lIrd In the format show~( 
on the dispatcher incident screen, 

2 5 2A3 returns to street; sends digital "available" 
meSSllge. 

COMPLAINT WRITER 



DISPATCHER r
\ifdC~ 
'~ 

-------------A-C-T-IO-N-S------------·-.-----------------O-IS-P-L-A-Y-'-N-C'-O-E-N-T------------- ~~---

24 Siank (Screen K) and completed screens for 
case clearance report tor entry into police 
data file In Burroughs 2500 computer 
(Screen L). 

26 All three cars assigned to case 30, 2A3, 2C3, 
and 2&\3, again available for assignment as 
shown on status screen (Screen M), 

0 
C 

T 
0 
L 

E 
W 
V 

P 

STATUS DISPLAY 

KEY TO CASE CLEABANCE 
REPORT SCREEN 

7400101 
02100 

3 22 
60 

01 
12 

27213130 

Permanent file caso number 
Classification (1Irst-degreo 
robbery) 
Theft 
Dnytime (Wed" 2200 hr) 
Location (code for single· 
family residence) 
Entry (code for front (Joor) 
Weapon (automatic) 
Vehicle (2, suspect 
vehicle; 72, yoar of \/ohicll:j 
13, code for Chevrolet; 1, 
code for liedan; 30, code 
lor blue) 

F300 Property (F, code for TV; 
300,opproxlmllto vlJlue In 
$) 

A F300 Property rocovered 
M Modui operandi 
X Rosearch flold 
C 2 Clearanco (2 indicates case 

cleared by arrest of adult) 

I 
1 

~I 

I 

i 
1 





EVENTS LOG 

23 2A3 dluu,*.\ ."Uf/.f( '-<',,:-iH in station house to 
transcribm9' sllr.)\ ,Pn, :~~'l trdnscriher enters 
report from her kc.vt\o.'~rd In tho format show~ 
on the dispatcher incident screen. 

2 5 2A3 returns to street; sends digital "available" 
messege, 



------------

---------------------------------~----

COMPLAINT WRITER 

ACTIONS L ____ ~ __ _ INCIDENT DISPLAY 
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ACTIONS 

24 Blank (Screen K) and completed screens for 
case clearance report for entry into police 
data file in Burroughs 2500 computer 
(Screen L). 

26 All three cars assigned to case 30, 1A3, 2C3, 
. and 2633, again available for assignment as 

shown on status screen (Screen MI. 

DISPATCHER 

I DISPLAY INCIDENT 

D 
C 

T 
a 
L 

e 
W 
V 

p 

R 
M 
X 
C 

I 
STATUS DISPLAY 

KEY TO CASE CLEABANCE 
REPORT SCREEN 

7400101 Permanent file case number 
02100 Classification It Irst-degreo 

robbory) 
Theft 

3 22 Daytime (Wed., 2200 hd 
60 Location (codo for single. 

family rO$ldenco) 
01 Entry (!lode for front eJoor) 
12 Weapon (ou:omatlc) 

27213130 Vehicle (2, suspect 
vehicle; 72, year of vehicle; 
13, code for Chevrolet; 1, 
code for sedan; 30, code 
lor blue) 

F300 Property (F, codo for TV; 
300, approximate value in 
$\ 

F300 Property recovered 
Modus operandi 
Research field 

2 Cleonmce (2 Indicates case 
cleared by arrest of adult) 
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APPENDIXC 

A MULTIPLE JURISDICTION COOPERATIVE COMPUTER-AIDED DISPATCH SYSTEM 

Three adjacent suburban communities in I1Iinois~ in the 
vicinity of Chicago, recently installed a cooperative CAD sys
tem for use by all three police departments. The cities involved 
are: 

• Oak Park, population 62,500. 
• River Forest, population 14,400. 
" Forest Park, population 16,000. 

The system was designed and installed by a firm in Champaign, 
Illinois (Communit'iTechnology, Inc.) and began daily opera
tion in April 1974. It is known by the trade name of AIDS 
(Automated Interactive Dispatch System). 

Figure C-I shows the configuration of the system in a 
simplified form. Note that it interfaces with the Illinois auto
mated ,law enforcement data base (LEADS, Law Enforcement 
Agencies ,Data System) and with the NCIC, through the AIDS 
computer. 

~ 

~UTOMATED 

iNTERACTIVE 

EISPATCH 

~YSTEM 

~NFORCEMENT 

~GENCIES 

,!?ATA 
~YSTEM 

FOREST PARK 
RIVER FOREST 

911 TELEPHONE 
PUBLIC 

OAK PARK 
911 TELEPHONE 

PUBLIC 

Figure C-2 is a more detailed block diagram of the Oak 
Park dispatch center, where the/CAD computer is located, 
shoWing also the interfaces with the River Forest and Forest 
Park dispatch centers. Note that each of the departments has 
two dispatch positions with display and keyboard. Only the Oak 
Park department has a separate complaint operator and a spec
ial display position for the chief, enabling him to view any of 
the other activt] console displays. 

As Figure C-2 indicates, the heart of the system is a Data 
General Nova minicomputer with 24K words of core storage 
plus its loader, restart device, and clock. The disk storage is a 
unit with a capacity of 28 million characters. Magnetic and 
paper tape drives are included in the system, along with a 
printer for general-purpose output from the computer. This 
is not the printer used by the dispatchers; the diagram shows 
that each: department has a printer associated with the 
dispatching consoles. 

Fig. C-1. Communicationsystam 
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Fig. C·2. Oak park system block diagram 

The consoles have single-screen displays. Each screen is 
divided into four areas. There are 24 lines altogether in the dis· 
play (with up to 80 characters on each line), allocated as 
follows: 

. Line 1 - 11 

Line 12 

Line 13 - 21 

Line 23·24 

Incident record * or responses 
from LEADS or NCIC. 

Queries to LEADS or patrol unit 
status update or NCIC. 

Unit status table or incident 
status table. 

Messages from the CAD system 
or from other operators. 

*In this system an incident record is called a dispatch ticket. 
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Figure C-3 shows the alternate forms of the display. The 
operator can call up either type of informi7ltion to the display 
area reserved for it, bu t with one screen he cannot have on view 
at the same time, for example, both the incident status table 
and the patrol unit status table . 

The keyboard is illustrated in Figure CA. I t consists of an 
ordinary typewriter keyboard plus special function keys shown 
to the left and right. The keys on the left are editing keys for 
positioning the input and adding or deleting single characters 
or entries. The keys on the right are dispatch function keys with 
the functions listed in Table Col. 

The operation of the system is summarized in Table C-2, 
which lists all the entries on the incident record (with number 
of characters alloted to each) and shows the source of the entry 
in each case. The importani point to be noted is that the sys
tem itself automatically provides many of the entries with no 
intervention required by the operator or dispatcher. Serial 
numbers, dates, and all times are automatically entered by the 
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Fig. C-3. DlspliV forlTlllu 
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Dispatch Tickets 
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Unit Status 
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AUTOMATED INTERACTIVE DISPATCH SYSTEM 

Key 

EVENT 

TICKET 

UNIT 

STATUS 

LEADS 

PRINT 

FILE 

MEMO 

CLEAR 

Fig. C·4. Automated interactive dispatch system: Keyboard layout 

Table C·,. Function Key Operations 

Function 

Generates a new dispatch ticket for an incident, given a location and (optional) incident code. 

Recalls and disp~ys a ticket given the ticket number. It is used with the STATUS key to display the ticket statl,lS 
file. 

Alters the status of a patrol unit, given the patrol unit number, a status code, and possibly some other data depend· 
Ing on the code. Used with the STATUS key to display tho unit status file. 

Used as Indicated above to display ticket and unit status tables. Also used with the LEADS key to display recent 
traffic with the LEADS system. 

Formats and transmits messages to the LEADS computer. Used with the STATUS key, as noted, to display 
LEADS messages. 

Causes dispatch tickets and LEADS messages to be printed out. 

Assigns document control numbers to dispatch tickets. 

Performs limited massage switching between consoles. 

Clears the display screen. 
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Table C-2. Ticket Fields 

Information Provided by: 

Field Size 
AID Complaint Dispatch 

Notes 
System Operator Operator 

1. Ticket number 5 X 
2. Control number 8 X 
3. Date 7 X 
4. Time 4 X 
5. I ncident code 4 X 1 
6. Incident 24 X· 2 
7. Location 24 X 1 
8. Zone 4 X 3 
9. Department 2 X 

10. Caller 24 X 
11. Victim 24 X 
12. AdrJress 24 X 4 
13. Telephone 7 X 4 
14. Unit assigned 4 X 1 
15. Officers 24 X 
16. Zona responding 4 X 1 
17. Time assigned 4 X 
18. Time arrived 4 X 
19. Time completed 4 X 
20. Disposition 3 X 1 

21. Assisting units 24 X 1 
22. Received by 4 X 
23. Dispatched by 4 X 
24. Notes 216 X X 

Notes: 1 For convenience, these fields are filled by the system 
with information obtained from the operator expressly 
for this purpose. 

2 The information for this field is determined from the 
in(~ident code, if one is supplied. Otherwise, it must be 
entered manually by the operator. 

3 The information in this field is inferred from the 
location. 

4 When Automatic Number Identification (ANI) or Auto
matic Location Identification (ALI) capability becomes 
available through the telephone system, these fields may 
also be automatically filled. 

NASA - JPL - Coml., L.A., Calif. 
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computer. On item 6, the type of Incident is entered by the 
computer on the basis of the incident code entered by the 
operator. The zone is determined by the computer on the basis 
of the address given, and the department (city) is also entered 
automatically. When the dispatcher assigns a patrol IInit the 
unit number is entered in the incident record and at the same 
time the unit status record is updated, The ID of the person 
receiving the call (complaint operator or dispatcher) Is entered 
by the computer from its personnel roster, as are the names of 
the officers (or officer) in the patrol unit assigned. The com· 
puter maintains the link between the incident and the unit 
assigned, and makes the appropriate entries automatically. 
Thus, when the unit reports arrival on the scene, the time of 
arrival is automatically entered in the Incident record when 
the dispatcher updates the unit status file. The same occurs 
when the incident is closed. 

The console operator thus makes virtually no entries di· 
rectly to the incident record once the initial basic information 
has been entered (whether by the complaint operator or by 
the dispatcher directly). By updating the status tables, he 
causes the required information to be entered automaticaUy in 
the incident record. 

Queries to remote data bases (LEADS and NCIC) are 
entered directly on the dispatcher's console, and the responses 
can be displayed there as soon as received (although they are 
printed out on the printer in any pase). The computer auto. 
matically prepares queries in the correct format for the system 
being queried; this saves many unsuccessful attempts resulting 
from trivial format errors in the query, 

The system keeps a time-ordered fIle of all events known 
to it, and all messages transmitted or received over the law 
enforcemeJ).t information network are also recorded. This com· 
plete file is used as the source for unit activity reports and all 
statistical reports including the Uniform Crime Reports. 

:/l u.s. OOVERNMENT PRINTINO OF);'ICE : 1979 0 - 281-380/4545 
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